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25th Earth Day Brings "Healthy Habitat" to CSUSB
By Brandy Rore*

last year. Environmental contests will be Stoner. The ever-popular "Activity Roundheld for 5-6 and 7-8 grade teams, and expo- Up" should prove to excite children of all
ages, with h^ds-on environmental, nature,
goers will also be treated to a film festival.
"Healthy HabitiU" is this year's theme
"This is our Ninth Annual Expo and we and recycling experiments. The Inland Em
for the Inland Empire's Ninth Annual Envi keep growing
pire Environ
ronmental Expo, held Saturday, April 22 every year. Last
mental Educa
from 9 am. to 3 p.m. at Cal State San year we had over
tor of the Year
Bernardino in celebration of Earth Day.
8,000 people at
will also be in
The Expo will be held in the Events Cen tend,"
said
troduced.
ter and around the Lower Commons, with Stono-.
Some
woflcshops in University Hall. Admission to
The Expo is
of the major
the Expo is free to all who attend.
an environmen
sponsers for the
"It is CHie of the largest grassroots envi tal education
Expo who ei
ronmental fairs nationally, and certainly one event that fo
ther provided
of the most diverse in terms of what we cuses around
money, prizes
offer," said Dr. Darleen Stoner, the Execu three main pur
for the environtive Director of Expo and also a professw of poses. First, it
imental contests,
Environmental Education at CSUSB.
provides access
or some other
As many as 70 exhibits will be presented to a variety of
form of contri
by environmental organizations, government science and en- Bands like Hot Mud and Actual Size wiil be
bution are The
agencies, private industries, and schools from
Sun, California
v i r o n m e n t a i featured at the Expo on Saturday, April 22.
across the state with ideas ranging frxrni waste education mate
Department of
management to environmental health. Com rials for teachers, naturalists, youth group Education, Cal State SanBemardino, Cal State
munity and teacher workshops covering such leaders, and the genial public. Secondly, it San BernardinoAssociated Students, ARCO,
subjects as water resources, wildlife, energy is a forum fcnr networking among educators,
conservation, and teaching environment^ agencies, businesses, non-profit organiza
education will also be featured.
tions, and the ccanmunity. And furthermore,
In additicm, the Expo will be offering a it provides the opportunity for students and
wide range of entertainment. Paul Cash, community members to expand their knowl By Mathew Piscatella
Chronicle Staff Writer
Redlands-based ecomagician, will be stroll edge of the environment.
ing the grounds providing everyone with
"We attract people from the community,
This year's March showers haven't
information on turning trash intocash. Cash's teachers, kids, and parents, but we would
entertainment goes on throughout the day, definitely like to attract more college stu broughtmany April flowers here on campus,
with a conclusionary performance on-stage dents. TTiat seems to be our weakest point, but those election signs sure have popped up.
at 2:30 p.m. Also entertmning audiences will IM"obably because the Expo is on a weekend And deciding who deserves your vote for
be storyteller and folksinger Barbara S hields, and most students go away. But, we would ASI president and vice-president may be
and the bands Actual Size and Hot Mud, who really like to see it as a stu^nt focused event tough.
Associated Students, Inc. is responsible
incidentally returns to CSUSB's Expo from because there is lots thae for them," said
for representing the student body as a whole,
and for addressing any concerns brought to it.
ASI also plans campus events and provides
other services such as the Box Office and the
book co-op.
The ASI president is the major link be
tween thestu^ntbody and the CSUSB com
munity. The president leads discussions,
oversees board meetings and works with the
administration to address student concerns.
The ASI vice-president acts as the chairper
son in meetingsof the Board of Directorsand
as a voice for the student body to the CSUSB
administration.
The two candidates for theoffice of presi
dent are Christy Heame and Greg Paiva. For
vice-president the candidates are Janice
Obnillas, German Garberoglio and Paul
Chabot.
The following is an candidate overview,
with some insight as to their campaigns.
Various exhibits, workshops, and dispiays go on ail day April 22 at
GREG PAIVA
the Ninth Annual Environmental Expo at CSUSB.
Paiva insists that ASI has not lived up to
its purpose. "The students are not repreChroncila Staff Writer

San BernardinoValley Municipal Water Dis
trict, Burrtec Waste Industries, and The
UnisourceCo. Thisisjustasmallglimpseof
the many sponsers who contributed to the
Expo.
One of the newest additions to the Expo is
the "One World For All Species Parade" All
ages are invited to participate in this special
parade that will represent the diversity of
plant and animal species found in a heathy
habitat. Parade participants should wear cos
tumes representing the diversity of plant and
animal species that are found in a healthy
habitat. The costumes are to be made of
reusedandrecycledmaterials. Costumejudging will take place at 1:30 p.m. and the parade
will begin at 2 p.m. Wzes for the best
costumes will be awarded, and the required
contest pre-registration, as well as any other
Expo information, can be obtained by con
tacting Dr. Darleen Stoner at x5681.
"The Expo definitely has something for
ev^one," said Curt Jacquot, Coordinator of
Expo.

A.S.I. Election Time Draws Near

Greg Paiva
sented on this campus," Paiva said during an
April 7th interview. "They pay thirty-six
dollars a year in fees to ASI and they aren't
getting anything out of it. My main goal is to
make the students aware of ASI and to help
them with ASI to make sure they get some
thing out of it."
Paiva feels that CSUSB is missing some
of the elements that make other campuses so
enjoyable for the students. "If you go to any
other college, there is always something go
ing on, a band playing or activities the school
puts on for the students. You are here to
learn, but you are also here during your spare
time to relax and study. If ASI can help, then

See Election, page 3
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Events From Wednesday, April 19 to Tuesday, May 3,1995
VVednes<l.i>. \pril P'
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
FAIR. Sponsored by the Career De
velopment Center. SUEC, 10 a.m. - 4
p.m.
BROWN BAG LUNCH LECTURE
SERIES: "Same OU Song: Biologi
cal Justifications For Gender Inequal
ity," with Dr. Lorle Broombali, Pro
fessor of Anthropology, CSUSB.
WRAARC, 12 Noon.

LATINO BUSINESS STUDENTS
ASSN. Regular meeting. SEN, 5 p.m.
- 6 p.m.

SunduN. \}irii 2.<
ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY.
Chapter meeting. TC - 001, 7 p.m.

MULTI-MUSIC SERIES. Perfor
mance by a live band. Sponsored by
MCC. COURT, 12 Noon - 2 p.m.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB. Regular
meeting. SEN, 12 Noon -1 p.m.

ACCOUNTING ASSNVBETA AL
PHA PSI:Convisor Duffy CPA Re
view (sample course.) JB HALL,
Room 258, 4 p.m.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP - Regular meet
ing. MCC, 5 p.m. - 6 pjn.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP - Planning meeting.
WRAARC, 5 p.m. • 6 p.m.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL.
Weekly meeting. SEN, 6 p.m. Every
one is welcome! (until June 7)
FRENCH TABLE CLUB - Regular
meeting. PINE, 12 Noon.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION. Weekly meeting. EUC, 6
p.m.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB. Regular
meeting. SEN, 11 ajn. -12 Noon.
TALK
SOUP:
"Pocket
Change:School Fees on the Rise."
MCC, 12 Noon -1 p.m.
VENDORDAYS. COUffT,8am. -6
p.m.

Thursday.

SIDE. FISC, 2 pjn.

HISPANIC WOMEN'S EMPOW
ERMENT GROUP. Weekly meeting,
WRAARC, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m.

2d

ART EXHIBIT:Uo Doyle:"Private
Visions." Opening reception from 5
- 7 p.m., University ArtOallery. RegularGallery hours: Monday through Fri
day. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday, 12 noon - 4 p.m. Exhibit con
tinues daily through May 26.
BROWN BAG PANEL DISCUS
SION: Different faces of Feminism.
SUEC- A, 12 Noon -1:30 p.m.
EARTH DAY CELEBRATION.
Sponsored by ASI Environmental
Committee. In front of the Student
Union and the Pfw Library, 9 a.m. - 4
p.m.

WORKSHOP-reoefcerr.-yo* Search
/Networking with Joe iDavIs, Rialto
Unified SchoolDistrict. Career,6 p.m.
- 7 pjn. Free to students and CSUSB
Alumni Assn. members.

NIKKI GIOVANNI, renowned author
and poet. Sl/fC,7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.,
$3 Students, $5 General Admission.

Frid.»\. \|>ril 21

TALK SOUP: ''X: A Lost or Found
Generatton?" Free soup and crackers.
MCC, 12 Noon -1 pjn.

ALPHA PHI SORORITY. Weekly
meeting. EUC, 6 p.m.
PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY.
Weekly meeting. PINE, 7 p.m.
SIGMA CHIFRATERNITY. Weekly
meeting. TC - 007, 7 p.m.

WORKSHOP: Networking with
Patricia Rodgers Gordon. Director,
Career Development Center. Career,
3:30 pjn. - 5 pjn. Free tostudents and
CSUSB Alumni Assn. members.

SIGMA NU FRATERNITY. Weekly
meeting. TC - 015, 7 pm.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATER
NITY. Chapter meeting. SYC, 6 p.m.
ZETA TAU ALPHA FRATERNITY
Regular meeting. TC - 006, 5:30 p.m.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
- Student prayer meeting. SEN, 8 a.m.
- 9:30 a.m.
CLOTHESLINE PROJECT TSHIRT MAKING WORKSHOP.
WRAARC, 4 p.m. 6 pun.
1995 ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO.
Sponsored by the CSUSB School of
Education. SUEC, 12 Noon - 9 p.m.
WORKSHOP: How to Research a
Company with Teiry H. Hart, District
Manager, Sherwin Williams. Career,
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Free to students
and CSUSB Alumni Assn. members.
SINGLE PARENTS' SUPPORT
GROUP.Weeklymeeting. WRAARC,
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STU
DENTS - Monthly meeting. Physical
Sciences, Room 202, 4:30 pjn.

Satur(Ia\. \|)ril 22
1995 ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO.
Sponsored by the CSUSB School of
Education. SUEC, 10 ajn. - 6 pjn.
BASEBALL; CSUSB v. CSU LOS
ANGELES. RSC, 4 p.m.

1magkiaHat,bik.'

•IJriJilM
ABBtAm CouwnoutMmm
MTOALLm Art QWWry

SPANISH TABLE CLUB. Regular
meeting. SEN, 12 Noon -1 pjn.

LECTURE: A+ SOFTWARE with
Deloitte & Toucbe. HP-124,4 p.m.

Mondav. \|)iil 24
ASI ELECTIONS- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Pfau Library South
JBHALLSouih
University Hall South
(voting facilities for disabled students
at University Hall location.)
REP. GEORGE BROWN, JR. (DCalif.) Appearance sponsored by Soci
ety of Physics Students. SUEC- A&B,
12:30 pjn.-2:30 p.m.
DISCUSSION: IS EVERYTHING
BIACK A WHITE?: "Where is the
line drawn between Art and Pornog
raphy?" MCC, 1 p.m. - 2 pjn.
WORKSHOP: Designing a Winning
Resume with Paul Elsposito, Jr., Co
ordinator, Placement Services, Career
Development Center. Career, 6 p.m. 7:30 pjn. Free to students and CSUSB
Alumni Assn. members.
ALANON: 12 STEPS A TRADI
TIONS. Regular meeting. WRAARC,
4 p.m. 6 p.m.

Tuesduv, April 25
ASI ELECTIONS- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Please see April 24 listii^ fw details.
ACCENTS ON EXPRESSION: Cafe
of Cultural Arts. Performances and
audience participation. Student Union
Coyote Cafd, 5 pjn. -11 pjn.

WOMEN IN MATH TEA RECEP
TION. Guest of Honor: Dr. Judith
Grabner, Claremont College.
WRAARC, 3:30 pjn. - 4:30 pjn.

meeting. EUC, 8 p.m.

Wednesdii}, .NprU 2b
RESUME WORKSHOP with Eliza
beth Lindholm, Northwest Mutual.
Career,3 pjn. - 4 p.m. Free to students
and CSUSB Alumni Assn. members.
OPEN RUSH:ALPHA DELTA PI
SORORITY. Jersey's Pizza, 6 p.m.
REGULAR MEETINGS
(See April 19 listing)
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP
AFRICAN-AMERICAN
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL.
ESL CONVERSATION GROUP.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION.
SPANISH TABLE CLUB.
VENDOR DAYS.

Thiirsdu). \pnl 2''
ART RECEPTION: Michelle
Rivera:"Who Can I KM Today?"
WRAARC, 7 pm. - 9 p.m. Refresh
ments served.
DIVERSITY AT CSUSB FILM
SERIES:"rfce Wedding Banquet"
screens at 6 pm. DISCUSSION at 8
p.m. with the filmmaker Felicia Lowe,
Hosted by Assistant Professor Mary
Fong, CSUSB Dept. of Communica
tion Studies. t/H-106. Free.
POOL/ AIR HOCKEY/ VIDEO
GAME TOURNAMENT. Student
Union Game Room, 10 a.m. - 2 pm.
ACCOUNTING ASSN7BETA AL
PHA PSI:BeckerCPAReview(sample
course.) JB HALL, Room 258,4 pm.
AFDC SUPPORT GROUP. Regular
meeting. WRAARC, 3 p.m. - 4 pm.

BASEBALL: CSUSBv. UC RIVER-

fo»th«S«odtnt Union GnphkUtrignSetrkt,

LATINO BUSINESS STUDENTS
ASSN. Regular meeting. SEN, 5 pjn.
- 6 p.m.

SIGMA CHIFRATERNFTY.Pledge
SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRATER
NITY. Weekly meeting. TC - 26, 7
p.m.

LECTURE vleoittftcs by Prof. Edwin
Karlow, La Sierra University. Physi
cal Sciences, Room202,4:30p.m. Free.

rioduccd by Anthony IniM GUpUl

HISPANIC WOMEN'S EMPOW
ERMENT GROUP. Weddy meeting,
WRAARC, 3 p.m.-A p.m.

BIOmBMoee^Sdtnee
stCm Syeamon Hoam
mCaFUeMM
PFAU* PWu Utrary
HI^UmdAv. and HanUmSW
^
LOWER COtmOMd:
RECfT* Craadva ArU fUUM Had
eucm Eueafyptua Roam SWDOiT UNION:
FtNempmaRoern
COURT* Cmatyard

Friday, Aprif 28
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
- Student prayer meeting. SEN,8 ajn.
- 9:30 a.m.
ESL CONVERSATION GROUP.
Ihe Writing Center (t/H-387), 2 pJn, 3 p.m.
SINGLE PARENTS' SUPPORT
GROUP.Weeklymeeting. WRAARC,
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Saturtla>. \{*Ti\
SOFTBALL: CSUSB v. CSU
BAKERSFIELD. Softball field, 12
Noon - 2 pjn.

Sunday, April 50
FRATERNITY
MEETINGS

SORORITY

Listing)
Moiida\. ^l.l^ 1
LECTURE: Confronting Our Own
History: Images and Ethnic
Stereotypes... by CarolynJohnscn. JB
HALL, Room 111, 6 p.m. Free
VIDEO: How to Get a Job After Coh
lege. Part I screens at 11 am. Part D
screens at 12 Noon. Career. Free to
students and CSUSB Alumni Asm.
members.

Tuesday. Ma> 2
ACCOUNTING ASSN7BETA AL
PHA PSI. Business meeting. JB
HALL Room 258,4 pjn.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB. Regular meet
ing. PINE, 6 p.m.

ec-(A.B,C^ evanta OwMw
QAM* Oama Roam
MCC* rnddauHurWCmer

SEt^SandUehamban

A

(See April 23
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AMtRa-OWryCantat
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CAREER* CanarDarNofmrntCmW,
880* SarvleaaloSludmlaWie
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By Victoria Basadin

Leaders Announce Stand on Remedial Education

Copy Edtor

ASIannounced its official position on the
remedial education issue at a regular Board
Meeting April 11. The paper titled "Position
P^r on Precollegiate Instruction at the
California State University'' was written due
lo discussions by the recently formed Com

mittee on Remedial Education. The commit
tee, chaired by Trustee Ralph Pesqueira, de
cided that mathematics and English courses
under the 100 level should remain at CSUSB.
TTie arguments that remedial education is
expensive for the university and that students
should be better prepared for the entry level
math and English exams were valid, accord
ing to ASI. But, as their position stated, "We

believe that the necessity few such courses is
a systematic problem, caused by deficien
cies throughout the educational system in
California. Abolishing remedial education
courses at the CSU level wiU do little to
address these deficiencies and will result in
great potential hann to the quality of educati(Hi provided by the CSU."
ASI offered solutions to bringing stu-

JANTCKOHNfTJ,^,.^

The three key words Obnillas uses to de
fine her campaign are equality, diversity and
unity. "I believe that everyone is equal, and I
know from our campus that everyone is di
verse. There are diverse opinions and cul
tures. AndinorderforASItoworkeffectively
we need to have our diversity and unifyii. lam
here with these diverse cultures, clubs and
stiidents to help unify them and make our
campus much more effective."
Obnillas, who at press time, was in New
YoA as part of the CSUSB Model United
Nations team, has experience in a number of
campus organizations such as Intemational
Qub, Law Society and Pi Sigma Alpha.
GERMAN GARBKKOr.l TO
Garberoglio was elected last year to be on
the ASI Board of Directors as r^resentative
expCTience. And contrary to Paiva'sconvicticHi that ASI needs major change, Heame
says "I am concerned that ASI continues to
wwk on behalf of the students and to spend
their fees wisely." This ASI experience is the
foundation of Heame'scampaign, as well as
that of her running mate's, German
Garberoglio.
Heame has also been involved in other
campus organizations which she feels has
boosted her qualifications for the position of
ASI president. "I believe that ASI can and
must play an important role in representing
students' needs and interests and I believe
that my experience and dedicaticm makes me
the best candidate lo represent the interests
of my fellow students."
Candidates for Vice President are:

of Special and Dual Major students. He has
also served on the Finance Board and the
University Planning Advisory Committee.
Garberoglio believes that this experience will
help him meet his goals of "meeting the di
verse needs of the students, ensuring that the
student voice is heard on all committees and
that the tuition and fees are providing the best
educational experience ASI can offer."
Garberoglio and Christy Heame are the
only candidates up for election as president or
vice-president with ASI experience.
PAUT. CHABOT

Janice Obnillas

Chabot shares the feelings of his ranning
mate, Greg Paiva "CSUSB needs a little more
life put into it," Chabot commented in the
March 22nd issue of
ChrnnirlP The
Paiva-Chabotsloganof"It'stimeforachange,"
is about getting the students aware of ASI and
all of the things that the students can get out of

Paui Chabot
it. Chabot hopes to gain support by promis
ing independent action through "represent
ing the needs of the students without acting
as puppets of the administration."
Chabot has served as a University Am
bassador, Community Services Officer and
has been recognized as a Cal State Out
standing Student Leader.
CSUSB elections will be held AprU 24
and 25 from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at three
booths on the south side of Pfau Library,
Jack Brown Hall, and University Hall.

dents up to par in math and English. They
mentioned a four-year mandatory math and
English curriculum in secondary school, rais
ing teaching standards for teachers and future
teachers within all schools and universities of
those subjects, and allocating and regulating
money to the educational system gamut by
tax payers and legislators.
Other news on the ASI agenda included
Earth Day April 20. The environmental chair
person needs volunteers to help set-up tables
and help during the day. Vendors and envi
ronmental-friendly organizations will be
present to answer questions and give out
infonnation on appreciating and maintaining
the Earth's health.
Assemblyman Brett Granlund will visit
the campus for the first time May 5. His
agenda for the day includeslunch with the Dr.
Evans, presidentof CSUSB, Dr. Aguilar, v.p.
for Infonnation Resources and Technology,
Dr. DeMauro, v.p. fw Administration and
Finance, Dr. Fernandez, v.p. for Academic
>yrairs , Dr. Rincon, v.p. for Student Ser
vices, and Dr. Rymer, v.p. for University
Relations. He will also take a tour of the
campus and meet with student leaHprs T.ou
Monville.presidentof ASI,James Lai, v.p. of
ASI, and Crissy Tobiason, ASI controller.
President Evans signed ASI's 1995-'96
budget. As of April 4, Tobiason announced
unallocated funds at $69,158.46. The Board
allocated $200 to co-sponsor Intemational
Night with the Intemational Students Asso
ciation. $200 each was allotted to the Cinco
de Mayo Celebration and for the guest poet
ess Nikki Giovanni campus events. All of the
funds were withdrawn from the Cultural
PLanning Committee Programs and
PublicityBudget.

University Hall, room 201.9
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, OA 92407
909-880-5931
FAX 909-880-5926
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Panic Plays in the Game of Education

Siis »ifp.
.

By Clifton R. Toca
^c/a/ fo The Chronicle

We must share the burden of
eliminating the need for remedial
education and not just divert the
problems that are associate with
that need. We are a team who must
tight togemer
u wc
uaw
fight
together if
we aic
are lu
to have
victory over the problems in education that challenge us. The opponent that we must vanquish is not
remedial education itself, but the
need for remedial education.
Forfitiing the game of education by
division is merely a frustration
play,
inecoacnesneeoiosiopaiiu
play. The
coaches need tostop and
reevaluate the situation before they
walk out on then team.
primarily, each of US must take
a responsibility for our positions.
As a student, I must desire knowl
edge, 1 must covet the opp^unity
to learn, and I must be diligent in

Th^

^

imnpt.1.

of mv

ano greaicsi icwtuu muai

.in thesuccess of their students. Th«i
The
educational system must develop,
jffovide, and implementcurriculum
and procedures.•• Theymustleadthe
—
team, and hold instructors of every
grade level accoimiable for their
performance. Also, every te^
needs a sponsor who will provide
thenwith the opportunity to excel.
The State of California's role in
education is not welfare, it is in
vestment.
vcaiuivm. It is investment
— with
tangible dividends. The state must
oversee the investments that its citi
zens have and help create an envi
ronment that will allow the team to
concentrate on its game.
Also, we must know the opponent before we can beat it. we must

.

.. __j

Tf

tn nM thp hio ntcture of what

know its strength anil weakness. If

seem to get the big picture of what

When the game is over, the oppo
nent merely changes into the uni
form of overcrowded community
colleges, staff and faculty cuts for
the CSU system, and a loss of tu
iuonrevenue.
ihereaiopponenuu
ition revenue. The
real exponent in
the uniform is the need for remedial
education. Many students in remedial classes tell of earninggood
grades in high school or junior col
lege and still not possessing the
essential basics for scholastic suc
cess at the university level. Our
offense must concentrate on elimi
nating the need for remedial educa
tion.
Furthermore, when the oppo
nent is ahead, and there is not much
time left, and the team just can't

beating the oRionent seem to have
marginal success. Team sponsws
are getting nervous. The coaches
and managers are perplexed. But
what about the players? The group
who
wuu desires to win is most noble;.
'
The individuals who are on fhe court
in direct battle. For whom the glory
of success is sweetest, and for who
the humility of defeat is darkest
The ones who look to their coaches
and managers with abandwiing trust
for guidanceand encouragement in
the tough situations. Remember
who you are chancellors, board
members, and faculty. Remember
who is counting on you. Dig deep
into your playbooks and deliver the
game winning strategy.

team.
IInn conclusion,
c o n c l u s i o n , we
w e are
a r e a teai
The court we play on is located
between a kindergarten classroom
and a doctoral dissertation. Our
team has the best players, the best
coaches, the bestmanagers, and the
best sponsors in the league. As a
team we must woik together if we
are tobeat the opponent. Remedial
education is only one of the
exponent's many uniforms. The
need for remedial education is the
real opponent Behind every vic
tory there is an outstanding play.
Our offensive strategies must be
sound. The panic play of diversion
will not win the game. We are in a
tough season, but if we share the
burden and fight then we will share
the glory of anall-starvictory. Oth
erwise, we won't even make it to
the playoffs.

20th Anniversary of Fall of Saigon Brings Back Memories
. . . .

c.

u»» ciifh

violence.

They were the first wave from adults by such echoed violence.
For people of my parents' gen
the war, tossed into the already
eration
and political leanings —
curriculum and extra-cumcular life
multicultural mix of the Bericeley
Coutesy of the Univartity Diversity
people
now
in their late forties and
of
the
campus
community.
Our
Committee
If you grew up, as I did, in Ber public schools. In some ways they fifties - the war was devastating,
commiunent to work toward an
keley, you knew about the war in were like the rest of us - citable of
We, as mmbers of the Univer environment that values diversity Vietnam. The city was full of the playing, eager to leam our Ameri but not entirely incomprehensible.
sity Diversity Committee, have requires that we create, promote, agony that the war brought to this can games. But they were also in Itmade acertain tarible sense from
a country that had only recently
painstakingly undertaken the and maintain activities and pro counU7, was convulsed under the clined to go off in the comers of
come through decades of redbaiting
grams
which
further
our
understand
projectof developing the following
weight of the cultural and social classrooms and cry, to duck when a and other virulent forms of antiing
of
individual
and
group
diver
"Statement of Commiunent to Di
rifts that the bloody conflict created plane flew over, to sink into si Communism.They had an intellec
versity." It is written with the intent sity. We will also develop and in the United States.
lences that lasted for weeks.
These Vietnamese children who tual frame of reference in which to
of benefitting not just one group, communicate policies and promote
S(Mne of my earliest memories
put the war. They might hate the
values
which
discourage
intoler
but rather the entire campus com
are of National Guard troops roam dropped so suddenly and mysteri war, but they could understand it.
ance
and
discrimination.
munity. We encourage dialogue
ing aCTOSs the Berkeley campus, ously into our lives were hard to
But for me and those of my
The concept and dimensions of
and sensitivity as we interact with
where my mother was a studentand talk to. But we tried, with the few generation - caught between the
one another, hopefully enabling us diversity are to be advanced and my father a professor. I remember words of English they knew, with
lo develop an attitude of tolerance incorporated into every aspect of the protests, the marches, the ban what French we shared, with the tail end of the Baby Boom and
for diverse groups and respect for university activity, including stu ners stretched from every campus Vietnamese words they taught us. Generation X ~ who were just exit
all. This as our preface, we wel dent life, the curriculum, teaching, building, the anger and despair, the But it was almost impossible to ing childhood, the war made no
understand their stories, even when sense at all. We didn't know any
come your comments and invite programs, staffmg, personnel uain- awful, sickening bum of tear gas.
thing about the balance of power in
ing
practices,
research,
community
you to attend out events to share
1 remember my parents sitting we had the necessary words. Their the post-World War 11 wcwld. All
services,
events,
and
all
other
areas
yourviews. Wehopethatthisintersilenlyt in their livingioom, only a stories - of fire that came from the we knew is that suddenly we had
acti(Hi willallow us the opportunity of universityendeavor.
few days shy of 20years ago, watch sky and too litle food and bullets in classmates who taught us about
Dimensions of diversity shall
to clarify any concerns you may
ing news coverage as the United the night and finally a flight away napalm, about terror, about exile.
from their homes amid terror and
have. Please forward your com include, but are not limited to the States pulled out of Vietnam, re
Perhaps the most important les
ments to Dr. William Aguilar, Vice following: race, ethnicity, religious member the black-and-white im confusion and madness - were sto
son that my parents' generation
belief,
sexual
orientation,
sex/gen
ries
that
we
could
barely
relate
to,
President, Infonnation Resources
ages of heUcoptors frantically leav
stories off the television, stories learned from the war was that the
and Technology and Chair, Uni der, disability, socioeconomic sta ing Saigon.
government can't be trusted to do
cultural
orientation,
national
tus,
versity Diversity Committee, at
Butwhatlremembermost about from the world of adults.
(xigin,
and
age.
And then, a few months after the right thing ~ or trusted to know
x5099, H.-206, or on E-MaU at
the war was its aftermath. Not the
The
implementation
of
theComthey
arrived, school ended. When what the right thing to do might be.
waguilar@wiley.csusb.edu.
troubles
of
the
veterans
who
came
But the lesson that my genera
In our commitment to the fur miunent to Diversity will rest with home to such an unheroic welcome fall cameand classes started again,
tion
learned was far more funda
the
university
as
a
whole.
The
many of the children were gone,
thering of knowledge and fulfilling
— 1 would leam this later.
mentally
disillusi(Hiing. We learned
president,
in
addition
to
personal
oureducationalmission, California
A few weeks after Saigon fell - adopted by families somewhere that not just government but people
commitment
and
involvement,
may
else,
one
assumed,
passed
on
to
be
State University, San Bernardino
- or was liberated, depending on
- that human nature itself - could
seeks a campus climate that wel use the University Diversity Com your perspective ~ groups of clul- someone else's responsibility.
mittee
(UDC),
campus
administra
As I have gotten older, people not be trusted. We learned that in a
comes, celebrates, and promotes
dren began arriving at my junior
world wherechildren likeourselves
tors,
faculty,
staff,
and
students
as
respect for the entire variety of hu
high school. Children who were have told me ff«n time to time that could be so badly damaged that
other
members
of
the
camr
well
as
I
was
lucky
to
have
been
too
youing
man experience. In our commit
scxnetimes missing arms or feet,
ment to diversity, we welcome pus community to implement ef children with terrible scars on their to have been affected by the war in sanctuary was an antiquated con
people from all backgrounds and fectively the philost^hy and intent faces and souls. Children without Vietnam. But 1 think in many ways cept and that innocence made no
children are more affected than are difference whatsoever.
we seek to include knowledge and of this statement.
parents, without a country.
values- from many cultures in the

Equal Time;

The UDC Responds!

By Dr. Devorah LKnaff

mecHBOhiiriP

I. Rate
2938 Somestreet
Sometown, SS 09284

Parking Policy Gets Unwanted Facelift
question about the consistency of
ticketing. Some students still did
not have permits by the second
week, yet had not ^n ticketed.
Others actually got a warning with
out a ticket. Everyone that I talked
with was upset with the knowledge
that tickets were being given out
during the first week. No one was
told of the change in policy.
It seems that someone made a
(^sicxi to change apolicy, but was
too lazy to follow through with the
decision in an effective manor. By
not telling any(me about the change
in policy, the burden of informing
the students was left to ticketing.
Noteveryone was ticketed. Iwould
hazard to guess that the majority of
students are still unaware of the
policy change. It is not, simply, that
tickets were handed out on the first
week of classes, but that there was
no warning and that ticketing was
done randomly instead of globally.
John Birdwell

Dear Editor;
Remedial education isa "wrong
use of taxpayers' money" says
trustee Mar^ Bagdasarian,but the
students that need these cla^s are
also taxpayers. I don't feel it's a
waste of t^ir money, because not
only are the students paying taxes
for the classes, they also pay tuition
to be in the classes.
After four years of peparatory
English and three years of prepara
tory Mathematics, students continue
to fail the placement tests. Trustees
believe that students who fail aren't

ready for college, and scwae say it's
time to divert them to community
colleges.
It seems that students in grade
school and high school aren't deter
mined to learn the material. They
simply retain it long enough to take
a test, and then dump it. Addition
ally, a lot of instructors are respon
sible because they pass their stu
dents when they don't know the
material. For example, my brother
made it to the.eleventh grade and he
can barley read and doesn't even
know his multiplication tables. His

Dear Editor;
Should students in theCSU sys
tem be forced to attend community
colleges just because they need to
enroll in English and Math reme
dial courses?
The decision that the
University's trustees are making is
unjustforthestiidents. Thetrustees
are unaware of how much their de
cision will affectourself esteem. If
we let ourselves be looked down
upon now, we will feel our goals
and dreams are impossible to reach.
We have learned a lot in remedial
English, which has made us aware
of the importance of proper writing
skills.
Money seems to be the most
important issue. Trustees say re
medial coiu^s are an incorrect use
of taxpayers'money. Trusteesneed
to keep in mind that most of us pay

taxes... aiKl what better way to in
vest our money than in our own
education? We as students would
like to know where the money will
go if the classes are removed. It's
only fair for the trustees to show us
where the money is allotted. Be
sides, we are trying to improve our
education so that people like the
trustees won't prejudge our abili
ties. No one start^ at the top. It's
dcay tostart at the bottom and work
hard to achieve, even in education.
The trustees don't know us per
sonally. We are total strangers to
each other. Idon'tthink total strang
ers have the authority to measure
our ability or tell us what we are
capable of accomplishing. Surely
no trustee would like to be told the
limit of his orberperfcvmance abili
ties, and we feel the same.
Maggie Sanchez

CSU Trustees Tackle Remedial Education
they fail the Entry Level Mathemat
ics (ELM) or English Placement
After a sometimes impassicmed Test (EPT), they must take reme
21/2 hour discussion at the January dial classes for which they receive
Board of Trustees' meeting, the no credit toward graduation.
Trustees established an ad hoc com
Figures released at the board
mittee to develop plans to reduce meeting indicate that 47 percent of
the need for and the number of new freshmen in 1993 who were
remedial classes offered at the cam tested were referred to developmen
puses. The committee held its first tal or remedial mathematics class,
meeting following the March board while 49 percent required a reme
meeting.
dial English class. If all new under
The ad hoc committee has been graduates (including transfer stu
asked to develop "specific, practi dents) are considered, 21 percent
cal action plans" to reduce the num required remedial math classes,
ber of remedial courses,and to rec while 18 percent needed remedial
ommend a revised trustee policy on English courses.
underprepared students that focuses
It is estimated that remedial educm thequ^ty of ]reparation of first- caticm costs the system about $9.3
time freshmen.
million annually (lees than 1 per
Committee members are Chair cent of the General Fund budget)
Ralph Pesqueira and members and constitutes less than 2 percent
Marian Bagdasarian,student trustee of instructional time, said Peter
Christopher Lowe, and faculty Hoff, senior vice chancellor for aca
trustee Bernard Goldstein.
demic affairs.
Ccmimittee Chair Pesqueira cauDespite the small numbers, sev
ticmed participants that "whatever eral trustees expressed opinions that
policy is adopted, it will not have the CSU should not offer such
overnight implementation" because courses, saying that high school
that would be unfair to currently preparation should be improved or
enrolled students needing remedial that smdents should be improvedor
classes. He expects a five-year
that smdents should take remedial
phase-in Of any new policy.
classes at community colleges.
Smdents now a^nitt^ to the
To that end, the subcommittee
CSU must he assessed in English mmnbers said they want to estab
and Mathematics if their SAT or lish even closer relations with K-12
ACT scores and grade point aver districts and the community colage do not reach a certain level. If leg^, jind bett^ utilize,
From News Servicee

PAGES

Angered Remedial Students Speak Out

Chronicle
e tte r

E>ear Editor,
111my experience, the first week
of school is a grace period for park
ing. Upon returning to my car from
a class on the first Thursday of this
quarter my car, along with about
Uiirty other cars around it, had been
ticketed. There was no warning,
the school hadnot publicized a crack
down on first week parking viola
tions. This action is outrageous.
Many smdents do nothave park
ing permits the first week of sdool.
Scxne order their permits with their
classes, but do not receive them
until late. In my case, being on
financial aid, I cannot get my per
mit until school starts. Geneikly, I
wait until the second week of classes
to get my permit due to the long
lines at die Bursar's window the
first wedc of classes. Normally, by
the second week of classes respon
sible students have their permits.
After talking with various stu
dents I found that there was some

APoii to looa

programs among the three entities
that will lead to better prepared
smdents. The subcommittee plans
to meet with K-12 representatives
in the near future.
Among the possible policy
changes discussed by the subcom
mittee are to:
• require all first-time freshmen to
present their S AT/ACT scores (now
(Mily those with a GPA below 3.0
have to file their scores);
• require all students to take the
ELM and EPT before they can reg
ister for classes;
• make students demonstrate re
quired skills before they can take
any classes;
• offer remediation »the 11th or
12th grades in high schools before
smdents come to the CSU;
• redefine the upper one-third of the
graduating class who are eligible to
enter the CSU to include a stipula
tion that they must demonstrate
basic skills;
• reexamine the cut off levels for the
ELM and EPT;
• and explore competency-based
admission in which a high school
smdent would have to pass a com
petency test before being admitted
tt) a CSU campus.
Lt. Gov. Gray Davis, an ex
officio trustee, said thm"we should
hold every level of education respcmsible" for the preparation of
smdents, ^4 dddqd th^t hq favcrs

early testingof smdents before they
reach college levels and raising of
the standards of the CSU and Uni
versity of Califixnia.
Trustee Denny Campbell said
that the "high schools are not doing
their jobs," and that the CSU cannot
tackle the problems of all the school
districts.
CSU Stanislaus President
Marvalene Hughes expressed con
cerns over testing and assessing stu
dents and about getting parentsmore
involved in their children's educa
tion. She also said that the CSU
"should not exempt ourselves by
pushing down (the problem of
underpreparation) to the high
schools and middle schools."
Pesqueira, who said be wants to
examine K-12 competency pro
grams, said that "students should
not have to begin over again when
they enter the CSU," adding that
the CSU needs to do what it can to
return the "luster and shine" to the
high school diploma.
Pesqueira said the committee
will have a draft report ccmipleted
in June for the July board meeting,
with a final report to trustees in
November or January.
Colt«en Bentl«y-Adter, Special to
the Chronicle, also contributed to
this story.

instructors had to have known he
shouldn't pass. If students and
teachers both did their job there
would iK>t be a need for remedial
education.
Scane think that diverting stu
dents to Ccmununity colleges is the
answer. First, the community col
leges don't have the room for ^1 the
smdents that need remedial educa
tion. Community colleges already
have too many students, and the
Universities would only be tempo
rarily avoiding the problem. Di
verting students to community col
leges won't help the future fresh
men, but addressing the issues on
the high school level will help solve
the problem of remedial education.
I am oite of the students that
administrators think should be di
verted to a community college, and
I believe administrators need to do
their jobs. They need to try and fix
the problem, not pass it on. In my
remedial English class, there are
many intelligent smdents who are
there for different reasons. They
are trying tobetter themselves. I, as
a taxpayer, commend every student
willing to learn, and I would rather
spend my hard earned money on
their education than on many other
things.
Lori Delgado

xmiversity of California
santacruz

over 100 courses in 30
disciplines offered in
two intensive fiveweek sessims

ession 1
6/26 -7/28
<§ession E
7/31 - 9/1

Questions?
Call: 408/459-2524
Fax: 408/459-3070
Write/Stop by:

UCSC SunnmerSession
105 Classroom Unit
Santa Cruz, CA 95066
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Siama
Nu Stands For Love,» Truth,
and Honor
Oiyilia l^u
hers per school year. Rush for the

THFCHItONtCLE

ADPi: They Live For Each Other

Sigma Nu has a total ^ 41 a^ve
members and 98 members, mcluding those who are currently alumni.
SigmaNustandsfocLove,Truth
and Honor with a great emphasis on
beinghighlymotivatedinbotheducation and everyday life. They receiveanaverageof20-25newmem^

By Emily Nash
finadal to TTie Chronicle

^

^

^

SeptemSicma Nu is

The Lambda Chi chapter of
T)Q11 Formal
andJ 27 andJ Diamond Ball
known for their dedication and
Sigma
Nu iiaiciiuij
fraternity has
been «a lodigmaivu
u<w uwn
fiindraising for community service,
on May 13.
Sp®c/a/ to The Chronicle
What makes Alpha Delta Pi cal chapter on California State Unisuch as kids against crime, March
versity, San Bernardino campus
of Dimes, and the Special Olym
Sorority
different
from
the
others,
EtaKappa Chapter- AlphaDelta
since 1990. Sigma Nu became a
pics. They bold two fundraisers a
to
Kim
Korrko,
presi
according
Pi Sorority was colonized on April
charted greek member in 1991.
dent,
is
that
"We
are
a
sorority
month, which include recycling and
3,1986 and was charted on Februaiy 13, 1988, on the campus of committed to diversity and sister
We are beginning a new feature-Student Life Profiles- food drives.
Upcoming events include Greek
California State University, San hood, along with our scholastic
every issue!!! If you are active in a sorority, fraternity,
achievement
and
community
in
Week
April 17-April 21 and the
Bernardino. Alpha Delta Pi has a
or
campus
club,
and
would
like
to
feature
your
organi
annual
White Rose Formal in
volvement."
total of 51 active members. Their
zation in The Chronicle, please call x5931.
Laughlin.
motto is "We live for each other."
Alpha Delta Pi was the first soror
ity, and was founded on May 15,
1851 in Macon, Georgia atWeslyn
Female College.
Graduate School of Pi>yc!iology and P5yc/;ca.'!a/,5/s andMFT
Alpha Delta Pi has three rush
Orange County Facility
times. The first begins in the Fall,
1122 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200
MA
and
PhD
Programs
in
Psychology
Administrative Office
and is called Formal Rush. This
Orange, CA 92665
IIOOGlendonAve., Floor 11
means a pledge must attend all of
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(714) 637-5404
and Marriage & Family Therapy
(310) 208-4240
the Houses. Winter is called Open
Rush where one may choose to go
CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Californ^^a Education Code 9431 OB.
to any house and rush. This takes
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California.
place during the middle of January.
In addition to the degree programs. CGI offers the following Certificate Programs:
Spring is also called open rush but
- The Treatment of
- The Treatment of Perpetrators
- Behavioral Medicine
- Psychoanalysis
is held in the middle of April. This
Chemical Dependency
& Victims of Violence
year Spring Open Rush is April 26
Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange (PC)
and 27.
D. Rozen, PhD
900-12.00n
Development of the Person
Alpha Delta Pi is known for
T.deson, PhD
2<)0.5K)0pm
HumanAnatomyand Physiology
L. Hedges, PhD
100-4
00pm
Schizophrenia
4c
Psychotic
Stales
D. Clifford, h<D
their i^ilanthropy, mainly withThe
2d!K}.5:(K)pm
Dream Analysis II
(OQ
D. Fehr, PhD
5O0-6J0pm
Group Process 4t Technique
RtwUgT, rKW/Hoch.MD
5.-00400pm
PsycboanalyticPsychotherapy
(OQ
Ronald McDonald House, an orga
K. Kanel, PhD
500-800pm
Qinical Hypnosis
D. Clifford, MD
5iK>4.00pm
NarcissislicDisoriers: Shame
Core Faculty
nization that provides temporary
500-e00pm
Comprehensive Exam Review ^
G.
Oliver,
PhD
5KW.8<»0pm
Guided Imagery
(OQ
D. Fehr, PhD
Croup Process 4t Technique
shelter during cancer treatments for
T.aeson,PhD
800-1000am
S<l04:00pm
Biofeedback Therapy
(OQ
R. Goltra, PhD
MFTPracticum l-Ill
R.
Gdtra,
PhD
lOOO-lOOpm
SOWKIOpm
MFTPracticum I-lII
children and their parents. Anew
(OQ
N. Pike, MSW
(OC)
Human Sexuality
N.Pik«,f»<SW
lOOO-lOOpm
5K)(}4:00pm
Advanced Human Sexuality
bouse is being built in the Loma
J. Packer, PhD
Group Process 4t Technique
J. Packer. PhD
1100-12:30pm
53O-7K)0pm
Group Process & Technique
(OQ
S. HarriSk PhD
Linda area for the children. Alpha
Psydioiogical Assessment II
OC
R, Phillips, PhD
100-400pm
6K)0-730pm
Group Process a Technique
T.aeson, PhD
Delta Pi supports this foundation
800-n:00pm
Physiological Psydiology
(OC)
R. Phillips. PhD
8e0-ll;00pm
Clinical Practicum I-V1
[Weekend Special Classes & Seminars |
and does many activities with them.
(OC)
D. Fehr, PhD
9J0-1
!:00ain
Group
Process
it
Technique
This includes taking children's
A. Panofsky, PhD
l:00-2K)Opm
Advanced Fsycholopcal Assessment
\A/ E S T L O S A N G E L E S
books, clothing or just an un
R. Hunter, PhD
2:00.5:00pm
Proposal Research III
L. Singer, PhD
Cognitive Therapy forMood
M.Gerson,
PhD
wrapped toy to surprise an awaiting
Fri600-n00pm
1/28-21
2K)O.5«0pm
PrdeMionallssues,Ethics&Laws
1/8.7
and Personality Disorders
(OC)
1/27-28 Sat9O04Mpm
D. Fehr, PhD
330.5K)0pm
Group Process & Technique
face.
K. Kepp, PhD
D. Diamond, MD
Issuesin Family Psychopalhology 4c
5«04KWpm
Tbeain-PracticeofPsych.inaMedlcalWferld
Sat 100400pm
2/18-19
1/7-8
AlphaDelta Pi also participates
PsyctK>therapy
L. Weisbender, PhD
4/22-23 Sun900400pm
5K)O.8:O0pm
Proposal Research II
in the adoptive school jwogram,
R. Hunter, PhD
K.Kepp, PhD
5iK).800pm
Learning & Cognition
Psychotherapy with the Chemically
3/2S-28 Sat 100400pm
1/21-22
D. Clifford. MD
where sorority members go to
Dependent Patient
Sun900400pm
5:OO4K)0pm
PrimitiveMenlal States
VB-9
R,Gollra.PhD
(OC)
5<)0.8K)0pm
E>iagnosis 4c Direct, in Adult Psychopath.
Kendall Elementary and read to the
L.SacamJD
Intro, to Mediation 4c Basics In
Sat 100400pm
3/18-19
1/28-29
B. SchwartZ'Lee, PhD
5<»08<l0pm
TheHolocausl4iSchindter'sList
Family Law
Sun900400pm
3/25-26
children or help them out with
M. Koven. PhD
5;154:45pm
Group Process 4t Technique
L. Singer, PhD
Managed Care Clinical Practicum
Fri600-n00pm
2/34
school work.
R. Hunter, PhD
8fl0-ll;00pm
ReseatchMelhodsdt AnaiysislI
Sat 908400pm
L.Silverton, PhD
Alpha Delta Pi strives high for
800-llKXlpm
Technique ofthe Initial Consultation
R. Gdtra, PhD
MFT Advanced Practicum I-III
(OC)
). Mayhall, PhD
3/U-12 Sat 100400pm
2/44
800-11:00pm
GecialricPsychopalhology
excellent scholarship and also
4O0pm
Sun 900400pm
2/»4
\V.
RickJes,
MD
800-ll:00pm
Object Retabonslheoryl
boasts the highest G.P.A. for the
T.OIeson.PhD
im
Psychosynlhesis
J, Packer, PhD
Sal 100400p...
2/18-19
UO^OOpm
Group Process 4t Technique
2/44
• last academic school year.
3/11-12 Sun900400pm
A. Taylor, PhD
2:00-500pm
Human Setualily
W.Cobum, PhD'
Upcoming events include Greek
T. Moss, PhD
Countertransference 4c
200.500pm
Advanced ainical Hypnosis
Sal 900o00pm
2/11-12
Professional Boundaries
Sun900-300pm
(OC)
R, Hunter, PhD
200-500pm
Learning 4t Cognition
. Week April 17 through April
(OC)
D. Piatt, PhD
O. Dada, PhD
200-500pm
Psychology of Women
00pm
Psychotherapy with
Sal 90040
' 21,1995. Open Rush on April 26
3/44
]. Packer, PhD
Schizophrenic Patients
Palie
Sun9O0-2lOtfpm

By Heattter Deeter

California Graduate institute

300-t30pm

K. Hunter, PhD

Suicide 4cCrisislnleiventlotr

M.Peck,PhD

500400pm

Self Psychology II

L. Superstein, PhD

500400pm

IssuestnFam.Psychopalh.4tPsychothetapy

K. Kepp, PhD

500400pm

Psychopalhology 4t Family Dynamics

S. Harris, PhD

(OC)

500400pm

PsychoanalyticPsychotherapy

D.Platl,PhD

(OC)

tor mof» Info, call x5000

500400pm

Advanced Human Sexuality

A. Taylor, PhD

500400pm

Psychopharmacology
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500400pm

Industrial/OrganizaliorralPsychology

S.Wimer, PhD

800-1!:00pm

Clinical Practicum 111

R. Cruener, MD

800-n:00pm

TacticsofChangernFamily Therapy

K. Kepp, PhD

800-n:00pm

Child Abuse 4cDam estic Vrolence

D. Rowen,JD

800-ll:00pm

Bridge Between Pedagogy 4c PATreatmL

R. Ekslein, PhD

900-10:30am

Group Prcicess 4c Technique

R. Phillips. PhD

Social Psychology

M. Kariovac. PhD

ConjoinlTherapy

L. Singer, PhD

200400pm

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy

L. Singer,PhD

2O(h5O0pm

Psychologicat Assessment I

K. Cross, PhD

300400pm

Group Process 4e Technique

M. Koven, PhD

500400pm

Group Process 4c Technique

M. Koven, PhD

500400pm

Clinical Practicum 1

L. Weisbender, PhD

5004.00pm

Clinical Practicum II

L.Sirrger, PhD

500400pm

Psychological Assessment II

K. Cross, PhD

500400pm

Dtagnosis4c Direct, in Adult Psychopath.

R. Goltra, PhD

50(j400pm

Tactics of Change In Family Therapy

D. RowervJD

500400pm

Psychological Assessment III

L.Silverton, PhD

6:30400pm

Group Process4cTechnique

M. Kovea PhD

800-ll:00pm

Proposal Research I

M. Kariovac, PhD

800-ll:00pm

PsychopathoJogy 4c Family Dynamics

D. Cooper-Byram, PhD

800-n00pm

ainicalCaseConferecKeS

]. Delchamps, MD

800-1100pm

Psychopathologyll

:
;

EVENTS

•

"2-30" Wornoris Softboll ® Flold
B 8:00" BaskottKJil P Gymnasium
•
•

THORSPAY, APRIL 20

• 12:00— Mon's Softball 9 Field
•6:00" Men's* Women's
•
Volleyball 9 Gymnasium
•

Z

FRIPAY, APRIL 11

• 12:00" FootbaH
l3:00" Recycling DUE
b4:30" Women's Triathlon ® Pool
• 5:30" Men's Triathlon 9 Pool
'•

Z

(OC)

Proposal Research I-III

SOCLSOOpm

VREVkwVEK
SCHEDULE OF

•
•

Group Process 4c Technique

500-800pm

JATORPAY, APRIL 11

•9K)0" Hockey 9 Courts
J7:00" Up Sync 9 Lower Commons

1100-2:00pm
1100-2:00pm

'

»

Sall0040qpm
Sun 9;00400pm

Practicum in the Treatment of Victims4c
Perpetrators of Violence

pKulty

Sat 100400pm
Sun900400pm

Tactics of Change

R Gdtta, PhD

3/18-19

Sat 908400pm
Sun900-100pm

What is Meant by Containing a Patient?

A.Pan^laaPhD

1/74

Sat 1K)04:80pm
Sun 9<K14flopm

3/44
3/18-19

3/2S-26
V8-9

ORANGE

D.EMamortd, MD

M.GersoaFhl^

Theories of Communication

L. PWets, PhD

Biofeedback Therapy

R.Wdf,PhD

SatlKI84d)0pm
Sun 9<l040opm

Society 4c Chemical Dependency

L. Sarasa,JD

1/20 & 22 3/3&S
4/7&9

EVi 6:08-10KXIpm
Sun 9O04dXlpm

Suicide 4c Crisis Intervention

S. Hants,

1/28-29

2/11-12
2/2S-26

SatlK)04:00|>m
Sun9:084dM j>m

The Family 4c Chemical Dependency

N. Pike,MSW

1/28-29

2/11-12
3/25-26

Salld)04K)0]
Sun9O04«

Guided Imagery

K. MacLeay, PhD

2/44

2/25-26
3/11-12

Sat 1:084^)0]
Sun9:004:0( pm

Psychopalhdogy 4tPsychotherapy with
Victlms4c Perpetrators of Violence

D. Rowen, JD

Sal 1:004A8 >cn
Sun9£K>4:IK pm

Seminar in Psychopharmacology

S. Krassner, PhD

Sal1ML6«0
Sun9<l84:8 ipm

Introductiontoainical Practice4c
Kfanaged Health Care

D. PlaO, PhD

Sal1KIO4^)0 3m
Sun 9:004:8 )pm

Child Abuse Assessment 4t Reporting

K. Kanel, PhD

(OC)

1/13 & IS 1/20 & 22 Fri 600-10fl0pm
2/3 4c5 Sun 9£l&4^)0pm

(OC)

1/14-15

(OC)

2/44
V44

2/11-12
3/18-19
4«-9

3/25-26
Vl-2

An Excellent Education For Those Who Qualify
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9th Annual Greek Week
Brings Funds and Fun There is Life on Campus for Students
THECHPONICLf

By Audra D. Alaxandar

and concern for the (jreek members By Jim Chaffin
at large brought Eileen S tevens into Chronicle Staff Writer
'XJnity, Charity, Canmunity" is the California State University pic
the focusof CSUSB's Ninth annual ture. She was elected the 9th annual
As students, we have many
Greek Week, and it brings both (jreek Week featured speaker, and
stressful events in our lives, be it
seriousness and enjoyment to our spoke to a crowd Monday, Af»il
studying fw a quiz on Friday, de
hallowed campus. The seriousness 17, in the Student Union Events
livering a speech in two days,
comes from a topic very close to Clenter. Her message was informa
wwking on an intense project, or
home in the Greek Organizations, tive, and so as Greek Week began
any number of other things.
and the enjoyment stems from fun its full swing, the Interfratemity
Throughout the years, students
had by all in ^tendance.
and Panhellenic Councils turned have tried various ways of reliev
Since the death of her son. their attentions toward more enjoy
ing stress. It is not unheard of to
Chuck, in 1978 at Alfred Univer able activities.
use everything from singing to
sity, Eileen Stevens has begun a
The fun on campus does have doing yoga, but most people seem
nationwide campaign to rid all col purpose, according to Gates and
lege and University campuses of Nicole Coute, activities chair for
physical and mental hazing rituals. the Panhellenic Council, "It is our
Following this great personal trag focus as the (jreek Society to raise
edy, Stevens founded a non-profit as much money as we can." The
organization named for her son. purpose for this push for funds is to
CHUCK, the Committee to Halt support a summer camp run by The
Useless College Killings, has a San Bernardino Hemophilia Foun
threefold goal. Thoseprimarygoals dation of Southern California.
are to: Bring about an awareness of "These funds will send children with
hazing; Prompt legislative action Hemophilia to a fun summer camp,
as a strong step to deter hazing and it also reflects positively the
abuses; and Insure the safety of image of this campus to the com
students.
munity at large. Because when
CalifomiaState University, San people woilc together, wonderful
Bernardino, has such an anti-haz- things can happen.
ing law, and according to Lake News Services also contributed to this
Gates, the IntCTfratemity Council article.
Activities Chair, "Hazing doesn't • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
go on much anymore. (Fraternities • See page 6 for the Schedule of •
Events offered by the
m
and Sororities) would lose their in •
• Interfratemity and Panhellenic •
Beverly Burks, EOF Advisor
surance if it did." Such strict laws
Editor-in-Chief

5^?.-

•• • • • •
By KImberiy R. Willlamt
« '-'*1. jf L. '
^ecigltoJhe^Chroni^

Nikki Giovanni was born
Yolanda Cornelia Giovanni, Jr., in
Knoxville, Tennessee. In 1967, she
graduated with honors from Frisk
University, where in 1964 she was
instrumental in restoring the cam
pus chapter of the student Nonvio
lent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC.) She also attended the
UnivCTsity of Pennsylvania School

APQU fO fOQg

to use that middle of the road stress
reliever- joining a club.
"A [club] is a place to relax be
cause study time can be real stress
ful. Its a time for [students] to have
a lot of fun," accc^ding to Beverly
Burks, advisor to the Educational
Opportunity Program.
Theo Rakosi says of Sigma Nu,
'The number one reason to join
Sigma Nu is to be a part of this
school. [Cal State San Bernardino]
is a commuter campus. It's hard to
see what the campus has, how to be
involved, to meet people because
everyone is involved in going to
classes or going home. All [a club]
is, is a chance to make Mends and
feel like you belong."
Now, thequestion becomes what
clubtojoin. Should it be a fraternity,
a sorority, a part of student govern
ment, or maybe CHie of those obscure
little clubs on campus? Then again,
what is really known about the wganizations on campus? A good place
to go to answer questions like these
is theStudent Life offices, located in
the Student Union. SimplyfUloutan
"interest card." On this card a stu
dent lists all the things they are inter
ested in so that Student Life can
place them on mailing lists for the
chartered campus organizations.
There are, however, several or
ganizations that are not chartered.

Theo Rakosi, Sigma Nu member
yet still provide relaxation and fun
for Coyotes of all ages. To help
students choose among the many
available organizations. The
Chronicle will be running a series
of articles about fraternities, sorori
ties and other organization, when
they meet, what they do and how
you can join.
Corina L Borsuk also contributed to
this article.

• • • • • •

"Princess ofher political
Black
Poetry"
to Give Talk., at.»i„_CSUSB
Dolilical activism,
activism. anactivism
ch^ rptnainc o
..... _ .
.
an activism

of Social Work and Columbia
University's School of the Arts. In
1968 she was an assistant professor
of black studies at Queens College
oftheCity University ofNewYcffk,
and from 1968-1972 she was an
associate professor of English at
Levingston College of RutgersUni
versity. She now lives in Cincinatti,
Ohio, withherson,Thomas Watson,
and maintains an ^)artment in New
York.
Central to Giovanni's poetry is

notable for both the individuality
of its premises and the progression
of its application. Over the years
she has changed from outspoken
militancy to a more subdued,
though potentially still volatile,
rhetoric. Even in her most violent
period in the late 1960's, her mili
tancy wasnever systematic; it was,
and still is today, based cm a love
of blacks as individuals but a ha
tred of whites as a race. In that

ACT NOW: Peace Corps
needs 1,600 volunteers
Information Bonfh
Career Day
Wednesday, April 19
Cal State San Bernardino
9 am to 5 pm

ck
sense, she remains a revolutionary. She
has also cut a half-dozen
No matter how much she stresses the records, holds many honorary de
need for blacks to organize, how grees, awards for "woman of the
ever, she has never truly believed in year," and possesses keys to cities
the likelihood of a well-coordinated all over the nation. In addition,
revolution. Instead, she feels about Giovanni has had a movie made, of
the riots in the 1960's, "that if we do her life's accomplishments.
not have what you call these isolated
Part of Giovanni's attitude to
incidents, weas a people would be in ward black militancy may be ex
serious trouble."
plained by her early admiration of
Giovanni has written nearly 20 Ayn Rand. Like Rand, Giovanni
books, including"her most recent. emphasizes the rights of the indi
Sacred Cows... And Other Edibles. vidual. Her admiration is not so
much for the revolution as for
the men whocreated it;Stokely
Carmichael, Eldridge Cleaver,
H. Rap Brown, and Malcolm
X. Even if she admires people
more than their ideas, her po
etry sostrongly reflects the in
fluence of black leaders that
shebecomesapolitical spdcesperson in her own right, but
she is a spokesperson with a
perspective of her own, em
phasizing the feelings of the
people caught up in political
activism. Consequently, her
poetry becomes less a inx)grammatic treatise on policy and
more a personal statement
about the true value of black
solidarity..."There must be
something finn and worth shar
ing."
Admission is $3 for stu
dents and $5 for the general
public. For more infonnation,
call x5943.

Ca[[800-424-8580 or [ool( for us ct CSUS'B on yiprU19

The Battle Over Fee Increases for Higher Education Continues
From News Services

-Sacramento, CA.
Charging that student fee in
creases are a "tax on the middle
class," Senate Democrats, joined
by Senator Quentin Kopp, Inde
pendent from San Francisco, have
announced their opposition to new
student fee increases proposed by
the Governor at the University of
California, California State Univer
sity, and California Community
Colleges.
In a letter to the Governor, the
legislators noted that "in just five
years with the Governor's current
proposal for the 1995-96 budget,
student fees will have increased by
157% at UC, 123% at CSU and
350% at CCC, imposing an enor
mous iHirden on the middle-class
families that depend on these pub
lic universities and colleges for af
fordable higher education."
"Student fees are a tax on the
liddle class," said Senate Presi
dent pro Tempore Bill Lodcyer.
"Reducing student fees is a neces
sary elanent in economic revitalization. If we want to strengthen
the economy, we have to have an
educated workforce.
"The Governor says the
economy has improved, state rev
enues are increasing and we can
afford to give sizable tax breaks—if
all that is true, the place we need to
start is with the middle-class fami
lies who want to send their kids to
college."
Last fall, the CSU Board of
Trustees requested a General Fund
budget of $1.7 billion, representing
an increase of $146.4 million or 9.4
percent over the current year bud-

get. The Trustees approved a reso
lution indicating no student fee in
creases for the 1995-96 academic
year if the state provided an addi
tional $37 million above their Gen
eral Fund request.

Governor's budget assumes a $41
million carry-over funding from
CSU pior year budgets to be funded
in the 1994-95 fiscal year.
The Governor' sbudgeiassumes
a student fee increase of 10percent.

The Administration has pro
posed a four year funding stability
proposal for CSU at 2 percent in
1995-96 and 4 percent for the fol
lowing three years. CSU is also

Student Fees Have Risen Dramatically in
$4,000

$1,500

$1,000

1990-91
Source; LegtslativAnHlyattOffwe

The Governor's budget proposes
$1,602.5 million (General Fund)
representing an increase of $3.0
million or 0.19 percent over the
1994-95 budget. In addition, the

1991-92

•UC

CSU with little choice to propose
double digit student fee increases
just to meet basic workload in
creases.
CSU is proposing a 9.8 percent
($156) undergraduate fee increase
and a 15.5 percent ($246) graduate
fee increase in conjunction with
tlic Last Five Years their budget request of $146.4 mil
lion. CSU would set aside $19
million of the $56 million gener
ated from student fees for fmancial
aid.
The additional 5 percent gradu
ate differential fee is part of a longterm CSU Board of Trustees fee
policy adopted in March of 1993 to
phase in graduate fees at 150 per
cent of undergraduate fees.
The Governor was sent a letter
signed by 22 members of the Sen
ate, indicating no support fw increasinghighereducationfees. The
SBFR, Subcommittee No. 1 will
augment the CSU budget by $30
million to cover the proposed 10
percent student fee increase.
As a result of this proposed 10
percent undergraduate fee increase,
UC proposes toset aside 36 percent
for financial aid to undergraduate
students.
TheGovemor'sBudgetincludes
$133.9 million for aapital outlay
]X'ojects budgeted in 1995-96. Of
this amount, $121 million is from
RevenueBonds,$12millionisfrom
1992 General Obligation Bonds,
1993-94 1994-95
and $853,000 is from 1986 G.O.
Bonds.
With the current proposal, fees
being requested to achieve $10mil- will increase from $3,799 to$4,179
lion of internal efficiencies in the at UC, from $1,584 to $1,740 at
1995-96 fiscal year. Unfortunately, CSU and ftaai $390 to $450 at
the state Genei^ Fund commitment CCC.
over the next four years will leave

since fiscal year 1991-92.

1992-93

•CSU

although the Administration will
support any student fee increase
proposed by the CSU Board of
Trustees. CSU undergraduate fees
have risen by $648 or 69 percent

BCCC

The American Marketing Association Helps Students Manage Careers and Get Jobs
From N«w8 Servic—

-New Oiieans, LA.
Thousands of students w«k bard
to earn college degrees, but go out
into the workforce unarmed with
the skills and resources necessary
tt) land that first job.
The American Marketing Asso
ciation (AMA), the world's largest
professional society of marketers,
recently tock steps to change that
by making sure college students
across North America will be pre
pared to do "combat" in today's
workforce.
More than 1,000 students from
across the nation convened at the
17th Annual International Colle^te Conference in New Orleans

April 6-8,1995.
The conference provided stu
dents the (^portunity to develop
job skills and obtain advice to
sharpen the skills necessary to put
them ahead of the competition in
the Global Marketplace.
Successful marketing profes
sionals from various industries such
as sports, advertising, entertain• ment, fmancial, retailing, and di
rect maikf ting shared their wisdom
with participating college students
throughout the conference.
Students were exposed to valu
able information about how these
industry professionals achieved
success in the marketing profes
sion, the realities of the profession
and what students can do best ftx' a

.
, .• _
career in marketing.
The AMA Job Hunt Arsenal, a
complete package designed solely
to assist college seniors in launch
ing their careers, will make its de
but at the AMA International Col
legiate Conference. This package
includes Your Career in Marketing
software, AM A job hunt tips, AMA
networking list, and a 50% savings
on many job hunt guide books such
as Job Hunting Made Easy and
Where the Jobs Are and How to
Market Your College Degree.
The Job Hunt Arsenal is another
facet to the ongoing national cam
paign that the AMA recently
launched to help professionals and
students alike manage their care^.
The AMAbelieves that students

need tr\
to k£>
be re-engineered fnr
for thft
the
employment climate and environmentof today, and thatthe old ways
of getting ahead and managing ca
reers simply doesn't work anymore-students must be able to manage
tiieir own careers to make it in
today's workforce.
Graduating students who are
nianbers of Collegiate AMA are
now afforded that opportunity to
becone an AM A jrofessionalmanber for just $60.00, and any gradu
ating student can become an AMA
professional member at the regular
price of $100.00.
With professional membership
status, graduates can take full ad
vantage of all AMA's career build
ing resources, such as networking

oppoitunities, ovct 25 professional
develc^ment conferences and vari
ous publications covering a wide
variety of industries.
On campus, college students can
initiate their marketing careers and
get involved with their local AMA
Collegiate Ch^ter. It's never too
soon to take advantage of Colle
giate AMA professional develop
ment programs including wwkshops, scholarship opportunities,
award recognition, receiving
AMA'a Marketing News, ties with
the local business community, and
regionalfintemational conferences
that are offered to college students.
For more infcMmation, students
can call the AMA customer service
Une at 1-800-AMA-1150.

THFnHBnNICLP
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Prison Spending Continues to Impact University Students
From News Services

-Sacramento. CA.
Over the last 15 years, prison
spending has tripled. To pay for
the increasedfunding, state fiinds
to universities have been slashed
by over 25%. The shortfall has
then been cost-shifted tostudents
by skyrocketing fee hikes (nearly
300% for some since 1990).
[Source: California Postsecondary
Education Commission]

•In the last decade, higher edu
cation spending has only increased
by 38%, while prison spending has
escalated by 172%. [Source:
CPEC]
•Since 1992, these funding
changes have forced some 200,OCX)
college student out of higher educa
tion, which representsa loss of more
students that are presently enrolled
in all 9 UC campuses. [Source:
CPEC]
•For the third budget year in a

row, CalifomiaCjeneral Fund prison
spending ($3.7 billion) will exceed
state support of public universities
($3.5 billion for UC and CSU).
[Source: Department of Finance;
Legislative Analyst's Office]
•An August 1994 RAND Cor
poration report projected this trend
and concluded if no changes are
made, there will be no state dollars
available to fund either UC or CSU
in just 7 years. [Source: Rand
Corporation]

•Since 1983-84, there has been
a 176.5% increase in prison OTIployees, while at the same time
there has been a9.8% cut in univer
sity employees. [Source: DOF]
•Under "three-strikes-you'reout," housing one prisoner for 40
years for petty thefts equals the
elimination of state support for
nearly 3(X) community college stu
dents. [Source: Center for Juve
nile & Criminal Justice]
•By 1997, it is projected that

—

Economic
Market Trends
(March 31,1995 through April 13,1995)

Budget Growth: Prisons Vs. Higher Education
(1983-84 to 1993-94)
i

there will bemcxe prisoners in Cali
fornia than there will be students in
all 9 UC campuses combined.
[Source: California Department of
Corrections]
•A California prison guard with
a high school diploma after 6 years
on the job earns $45,000, while the
starting salary of a tenured CSU
associate professor with a Ph.D. is
$41,184. (It takes about 6 years to
reach tenure.) [Source: California
State University]

Dow Jones Industrrials

-

1

30-Year Treasury Bonds

March 31 Cloaa: 4,157.69

March 31 Close: 7.43%

AprHISaoaa: 4,208.18

April 13 Close: 7.33%

Overall Trond: UP 50.49

Overall Trend: DOWN 0.10%
Dollar (In Yen)
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March 31 Close: $393.20

March 31 Close: 86.55

April 13 Close: $390.00

April 13 Close: 83.35

Overall Trend: DOWN $3.20

Overall Trend: DOWN 3.20

Unemplovment

180

National: 5.5% in March 1995 (UP from 5.4% in February 1995)
State: 7.6% in March 1995 (UP .from 7.3% in February 1995)

Prisons

Inland Empire: 8.4% in February 1995 (DOWN from 8.8% in Jan. 1995)

f »

MACARONI AU FROMAGE
-N

(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51^ PER SERVING.)
.r- c ^

2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)

1 cup sharp Cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter

1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

<

miik
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.

''i: "
...

I.'.

Note: For your nutritional convenience. Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery stores.
CmSAN<0
aTmAN(0

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.^
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.
i
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Lori Petty "Tanks" in "TankGIrl"
By Christopher Matone

are in the cartoon with TankGirl.
The cinematography and music
Try to picture the Earth barren were the only real positives I re
and empty, with no water. You ceived from this movie and prob
have just pictured the Earth of the ably would have had more fun read
film TankGiil and the way the the ing the comic.
Earth is destroyed by a large
ater looked when I entered the cin
fc. comet and there are
ema. The movie is based
Starring:
only ahandfulof people
on the comic escapades
Lorl Petty
left alive. Loril^ttyis
of TankGirl and never
Ice-T
a "renegade," fighting
really leaves the setting
Malcolm
McDowell
to stay alive in a world
of the comics. The di
controlled by the per
rector uses a blend of
(Outoffoarpawt)
son with the most
animation and surreal
" water.Maleolm
cinematography to give
the audience the feeling that they McDowell is the "twisted" nemChronide Staff Writer

"TheTwilight Zone" Spans a Generation of Cult TV Fans
By Corina L Borauk

Managing Editor

On October 2, 1959, CBS
placed abrandnew show in its9:30
p.m. slot It opened with a hauntingly detached voice pxM:laiming,
"This is the fifth dimension, be
yond that which is known to man.
It is a dimension as vast as space
and as timeless as infinity. It is the
middle ground between light and
shadow, between the pit of man's
fear and the summit of his knowl
edge. This is the dimension of
imagination. Itis an area which we
will call 'The Twilight Zone."'
This show was a breakthrough
for its lime. Unlike most shows,
"The Twilight Zone" did not have.
any recurring characters or loca
tions. Each episode, a new assort
ment of actors, characters, places
and plots confronted viewers, con
nected CHily by the dusky title and
the unforgettable voice of Rod
Serling. Yet somehow, over the
course of that first season, "The
Twilight Zone" became a cultural
phenomenon.
One of the true marvels of "The
Twilight Zone," mirrwed in the
many "Star Trek" series, is the

ability toentertain, to perplexand to
teach. There was, even if thickly
veiled at times, a mwal or soci^
lesson in almost every episode.
Consider "The Eye of theBeholder,"
an episode where the norm of that
reality was to have^a pig nose. The
focus of this episode is on a young
wcMnan, who would be considered
beautiful by our standards, but is
considered an alxxnination to
them. She is ccmdemned to
live in exile with "her own
kind." Hct own kind,
we find out, are a
group of people who
have similar "deformi
ties." This episode re
calls to mind the ad
age for which it is
titled, "beauty is in the
eye of the beholder."
Another of my favorite episodes,
"The Invasion," opens with a lonely
woman, AgnesMoorehead, (Endora
on Bewitched) alone in a cabin. A
small saucer lands in her home and
two little men in space suits emerge.
The woman starts to chase the little
men and beat them with her broom.
It should be noted that except for
some frightened gasps, not one word
is spoken during the entire half-hour.

That rarely seems to matter, how
ever, since most viewers, including
myself, immediately begin rooting
forthepoOTwoman. Trueto"Zone"
form the show ends with a twist as
the camera shoots a close-up of the
little men's ship so the audience can
read "United States " written on the
hull. Things are not always what
they appear to be in 'The Twilight
Zone," and that seems to be
the way Serling liked it.
Also, a favorite of many,
is "To Serve Man,"
in which aliens come
to earth, seemingly
to help us. They
carry a book, for
which only the title
can be translated,
"To Serve Man." As
people are entering
the aliens spacet^t to go on a
"vacation" to their planet, a woman
comes running up and screams, 'To
serve man is a cookbook." Ironic,
no.
It should be noted that Rod
Serling did n(« write every episode
of "The Twilight Zone" himself.
Among themany contributing writ
es were Ray Bradbury and Charles
Beaumont. Once, Sammy Davis Jr.

even submitted an idea for "The
Twilight Zone" movie that Serling
was continually trying to have
made. Ironically.themoviedidnot
get under way until after Serling's
death and is famous more for the
terrible accident that occurred dur
ing filming than the movie itself.
Besides writers, several soonto-be stars also appeared on "The
Twilight Zone." Two of the most
famous are William Shatner, who
stared in "Nightmare at 20,000
Feet" and Mickey Rooney in "The
Last Night of a Jockey." Carol
Burnett, Leonard Nimoy, and oth
ers also made appearances in
"Zone" and Burnett's show was
even slated to be a spin-off that
never got off the ground.
"The Twilight Zone" was more
than just a television show. It
c^ned the dow wide for the en
trance of Science Fiction into the
homes of Americans. It was the
precursor to such shows as the "XFiles" and "Sliders," not just be
cause they share a common genre,
but because it proved that audi
ences are intelligent and if you treat
them that way, they'll watch. Rod
Serling found this to be true, even
outside "The Twilight Zone."

esis of TankGirl. He controls 95%
of the water in the world and runs a
company called Water Power.
Hence, we have the plot and con
flict wr^jped up in the first two
minutes of the movie. TankGirl is
ambushed along with her renegade
groupies by Water Power and can
do nothing as she watches the Wa
ter Power henchmen kill her boyfiiend. She is taken prisoner and is
forced to work in the water mines.
She is beaten and battered fre
quently, but manages to keep her
"feminist" based humor. She soon
meets up with another girl in the
mines and together they escape.
TankGirl and her new friend.
Jet, then go on a quest to retrieve
TankGirl's little sister. They find
her sister being held at a futuristic
whore house called Liquid Metal
(get the irony?). TankC^l and Jet
soon lose her sister again (surprise,
surprise!!) and guess who ends up
wii her. You got it. Water Power
Inc. TanWjirl then decides she
needs some help this time and she is
going to get it from the only other
people left on Earth, the Rippers.
The Rii:^)ers are amix between Kan
garoo and human, lead by Ice-T.
The best lines in the whole movie
were given to the extras. They had
none. The movie was visually and
acoustically pleasing however, that
was the end of it. Theacting of Lori
Petty and Ice-T is brutal and com
parable to that of Keanu Reeves'
acting in the so-called blockbuster
"Speed. The acting by the support
ing cast was even worseand believe
it or not made Lori Petty look good.
This is definitely a B-rated movie
and I can see it heading to the cult
film Hall of Fame within months,
look out Rocky Horror Picture
Show! The jokes "fired blanks"
and the action was even worse. I
suggest that you get the soundtrack
and leave the movie alone. Please
beware, theremay be aTankGirlll.

Belly Not Quite King of the Over-Crowded Alternative Scene

By Brian be—

Arts and Entertainment ErMtor

Following their acclaimed 1993
debut Star, Belly has released King,
another sign that Belly lead singer
TanyaDonelly continues toevolve
as both a performer and a
songwriter.
Dcmelly has a very storied past
in the alternative music scene. She
was the better half of the team that
founded the band Throwing Muses.
(Donelly's former partner, Kristin
HCTsh, just released University, a
rather weak attempt to keep the
Muses alive.)
After her departure from
Throwing Muses, Donelly landed
(for a short time) with the Deal
sisters of another ground-breaking
"girlie alternative rock band," The
Breeders.
Finally, it spears as though
DcHielly has found a home with
Belly. Star spawned two upbeat
hit singles: "Feed the Tree" and

"Gepetto."
But Star was plagued by its
schizophrenic nature of dark, twisted
punk-style songs paired with slow,
acoustic country-style songs. The
annoying vocal acoustics of
"Untogethei^' and the strident violin
of "Stay" exemplified the latter. It
was almost as if Star didn't really
know what it wanted to be.
After earning a 1994 Grammy
nominationfor best new artist. Belly
decidednottorestonitslaurels. The
result of their most recent efforts is a
stronger album with a clear mission,
intent, and direction.
It is clear from the very begin
ning that King knows exactly what
it wants to and should want to be.
Although there are no light, jangly
hits like "Feed the Tree" or "Gepetto"
here, the album as a whole has a
more consistent continuity and dononstrates a great deal of maturity.
The album opens with the first
single, "Puberty," which immedi
ately sets the tone for a harder edge

and a more serious effort from Belly.
"Seal My Fate" is actually elegant
and pretty in itsown way and, along
with the title track, is probably most
likely to become "hit material."
The album contains other
brighter highlights, however, such
as the enigmatic "SilvCTfish," the
intriguing "Super-C<Hmected," and
the luscious "The Bees," which fea
tures a syncopated bassline and the
glorious strains of an E-Bow gui
tar—a sign of Belly's willingness to
take risks in exploring and experi
menting with various new and dif
ferent sounds.
King closes with "Judas My
Heart," a song reminiscent of the
closing trackof Belly's first album,
but still intelligent enough to avoid
the disasters that doomed its prede
cessor.
Nevertheless, King is still lack
ing something. Although it is more
consistent, it still lacks that sparkle
and shine that the previous album
had with its two hit singles and

other songs such as "Someone to
Die For" and "Slow Dog."
One possibility fw this notice
able change in Belly's ^proach
could be the departure of bassist
Fred Abong and the arrival of bis
rq)lacement,GailGreenwood. But,
actually, (jreenwood's bass is a
clear improvement over Abong's,
and her talents should have been
utilized accordingly.
Belly has taken a courageous
and sCTious step, however, towards
making a great, consistent album,
rather than a disjointed collection
of tracks that contained a few ex
traordinary songs. But it would
have been nice if King could have
been a combination of both.
Although the improvements are
a good sign that Belly is moving in
the right direction as a legitimate
force in alternative music, tte trade
off is their neglecting the magic
moments (however few they might
have been) th^u made some of the
el^rats of their first album so

likeable.
The singles from Xing lack the
energy and chemistry that those
from Star had. The formula for
success that almost made Belly a
household word in 1993 appears to
have been abandoned.
Perhaps Belly has become too
serious and too conservative in its
^proach this time around. Perh^s
the success of their hit singles in
1993 pushed them back into a de
sire to soundmore "alternative" and
to eliminate any of the luster of
possibly being labeled as "pop chart
wonders"-a legitimate "alterna
tive" band's worst nightmare.
Speculation brings no answers
to Donelly's mysterious habit of
band-hopping and the mysterious
mode she has chosen for her newest
"family" as their chief songwriter.
One can only wonder what Belly
could potentially do if Donelly stays
put andcontinues toevtdve intoone
of alternative music's most intrigu
ing personalities.
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What -ya Gonna do about "Bad Boys"? Musical spoof: F«»u™d,nD,nne,co„c«
By Angala Patterson

to the beginning of the movie. This
scene involves a drug bust gone
fatal, when an officer is calmly shot

ChronidB Staff Writer

Are there any of you who have
seen Beverly HUls Cop 1 and con
sequently remember bow funny it
was, but realize it managed to instill
some sot of drama? And bow it
kept you interested through the en
tire movie? If you're interests lean
towards a similar movie, which is
just as enjoyable, but involves two
cops instead of one... "Bad Boys"
is the film you've got to go see.
The movie "Bad Boys" is an
entertaining fihn by Don Simpson
and Gerry Productions. I enjoyed
watching the movie because it was
well acted with an interesting plot
"Bad Boys" stars Martin Lawrence,
playsMarcusBumettafamilyman;
WUl Smith plays Mike Loweroy,
more ofthe playboy type. The two
pair up as investigators for the Po
lice Department. TeaLeoniplaysa
witness to a murder.
The most vital scene was close

Starring:
Martin Lawrence
Wm Smith
TeaLeoni

*••• *•••
(Out of four paws)
during a career high heist for the
two investigators.
A scene that brings many laughs
comes when Martin Lawrence is
forced to impersonate Will Smith.
Watch for this (me, it's the high
point in humor for the whole film.
When going to the movie I ex
pected ittobeanalrightfilm.Good

in that it starred Martin Lawrence,
but I was unsure about how "Funny
man Martin Lawrence" would fair
in the drama scenes. I'm not quite
a Fresh Prince of Bel Aire fan;
th^fore, I wasn't sure if I wouM
enjoy watching him in a feature
length film. Martin Lawrence was
his usual funny self, while still keep
ing his dramatic "detective" men
tality. Will Smith was surprisingly
fimny, and he to played the role to
perfection.
In (XMiclusion, I'd have
say
"Bad Boys" is GREAT! Itwaswell
directed and featured two very tal
ented, well cast actors. My advice
is to think of it as Beverly Hills Cop
1 but with twice the action. Maybe
they sbouldhave by-passed Beverly
Hills Cop 2 and 3 and went straight
for "Bad Boys". For those of you
that missed Beverly Hills Cop 1
and are wondering what I'm t^ing about... Don't do yourself anotherinjusticeandmiss "BadBoys"
as well.

From News Services

The hilarious spoof "Orpheus in
the Underworld" will be one of the
highlights at the 20th Annual Re
naissance Banquet being presented
April 27-29 and May 4-6 at Cal
State San Bernardino. All show
times are at 7 pjn. in the Student
Union Events Center.
Performed by the Cal State
Chamber Singers, Jacques
Offenbach's "Orpheus" includes the
famous "can-can" music, the revolt

"The Weddina Banauet"

Hosted by Assistant
Professor Mary Pong,
CSUSB Department of
Communication Stud
ies-- with Felicia
Lowe, Filmmaker.
UnlTcnity Hall, Ikoom 106

Thursday, April 27
Film 6:00 p.m.
DIteutftlon 8:00 p.m.

by the Olympian g(xls and god
desses, and a romp through the un
derworld. The banquet will be
served by the performers them
selves.
For 19 years, Loren Filbeck,
chair of the University's Music De
partment, directed and produced the
annual affair. This year he has
turned director's duties over to
Tamara Harsh, an assistant ixofessor and director of the University's
choral activities.

"Desert Hearts"

Hosted by Professor
and Chair Loralee
MacPike, CSUSB Englis
Department—with
Donna Deitch, Directo
of "Desert Hearts"
UniTcrsIty Mall, Stoom 106

Thursday, May 4

Film 6:00 p.m.
Diseuasion 7:30 p.m.

Medusa Covers 'Em Like No One Else
By Brian

. Arts and Enterta/nmanf Edtor

500

THURSDAY
50(t WELL, WINE, &DRAFT
$1.00 CALL & LONGNECKS
7-11 pm
Plus 51.00 DRINKS SATURDAY
7-11 pm
FREE DANCE LESSONS
FROM LINE DANCES TO THE
2-STEP
7 pm Wed-Sun
21 & Over
295 East Caroline
San Bernardino, Ca

Just South of I-10 ofT Waterman
Behind Family Fitness

909-824-5444

It has been becoming m(x^ than
a fad in the music industry lately to
record an album of cover songs, or
songs written and previously re
corded by other performers. The
results have often been inconsis
tent.
When U2's spellbinding cover
of Cole Porter's "Night and Day"
hit the top of the alternative cha^
in the firing of 1991, this fad seemed
to have a {u^omising future in the
music industry. Unfortunately, not
all cover songs since U2's success
ful effort have been as promising.
One reason for this is the diffi
culty in taking a hit song that was
given its own distinct style and per
sonality by the original performer
and remaking it into a recording
that contains something newer,
fresher, and more distinct in style
and personality thatmakes that par
ticular song special all over again.
Where cover songs fail in their
remade vo^ions is when the cur
rent perf(xmer lacks the freshness
in style of vocals or instrumentaticHi to make the song their own by
gracing it with a new signature style.
Recent efforts have gotten bet
ter results. Bryan Ferry's overpro
duced, yet likeable Taxi (1993) got
the trend rolling again with some
style. Shawn Colvin's sparkling
voice amidst sparse acoustic instru
mentation was almost too "Un
plugged" for most of the songs on
Cover Girl (1994), but still was a
step in the right direction because
of her choice of relatively obscure,
yet well-written songs.
This progression is complete
with Medusa, the eagerly antici
pated latest release from former

Eurythmics lead vocalist Annie sic box.
Lennox. Medusa is by far the
A similar formula of soaring
greatest collecticm of cover songs v(x:als and vibrant synth-drenched
instrumentation works with great
yet
Following in the footsteps of success on the epic "Downtown
what fueled the success of her 1992 Lights." But Lennox is ingenious
solo debut album Diva, which fea enough to alter the formula just
tured the monster hit single "Why" enough in order to avoid redun
and earned her a Grammy ncxnina- dancy.
tion for album of the year, Lennox
On theremake of Bob Marley's
has crafted ten beautiful renditicms "Waiting in Vain," an astounding
of some great songs that each con acoustic nyl(xi-string guitar is fea
tain the most important things a tured throughout, and on the re
cover song can have: freshness, make of Paul Simon's "Something
someformofgrace,anda signature So Right," juicier, glassier key
style.
boards frame a jazzim tone.
The quality is consistent
The albiun c^ns with the first
single, a remake of the little-known throughout the album, which ends
1986 British radio hit "No More T almost as it begins. Just as the
Love You's'," cxiginally recorded music mysteriously and dreamily
by the Lover Speaks, which fea fades in on the opening track, so
tures creamy synthesizers and a does the music fa^ out on the last
volley between chirping back track, reflecting ccmtinuity and a
ground v(x:als and Lennox's soar sense of completeness in theme.
ing lead. From this point on, This is obviously done on purpose,
Lennox's vcKals become a delicate as are mostof the little tricks Lennox
treat, reflecting both joy and pain, likes to play on her fans.
sorrow and grace, and a burr in the
It is even more intriguing that
Lennox would chcxise a title full of
voice with smoke in the pipes.
The soaring vocals are accom conceit fw her first soloeffwt (Diva,
panied by vibrant, ebullient instru which sold over 2 million c(^ies)
mentation. Whether it be the hard- and then choose one of self-depre
driving bass line on the cover of A1 cation for her second solo effort
Green's "Take Me to the River" or (Medusa-dehved from a Greek
the intriguing percussion and slow myth about a once-beautiful woman
synthesizers on the cover of Neil punished out of jealousy by the
Young's "Don't Let It Bring You goddess Aphrodite, who changed
Down," the mix is always superb. Medusa into ahideous creature with
Lennox's most difficult chal the hair of snakes and a gaze that
lenge must have been to remake could turn any mere mortal into
Procol Hanim's 1960s mega hit "A stone).
Annie Lennox has definitely
Whiter Shade of Pale" into some
thing fresh and unique without dam evolved from her New Wave days
aging the integrity of the original in the early 'SOs with Eurythmics
song. Shepullsitoffbyburyingher into a legitimate, serious, success
clear, angelic v(x:als in a sea of ful pop singer, and her latest efforts
echo pad and sweep synth sounds jx'oveit. Medusa is arguably one of
and what semis to resemble a mu the finest releases of the year.

The CSU Coyotes Mono "POLY" ize Baseball's Back, Are
Pomona and leap to Second Place You Sure You Want It?
By Christopher Melon#

ChronidB Staff Writer

The CSUSB men's baseball
team has suddenly found theingre
dients for success. AsofMarchl4,
the coyotes have won 9 of their last
13 games, taking 7 out of 9 from
conference foes. The Coyotes are
(Hily two games behind U.C. Riv
erside, who have played two more
games than the Coyotes. The race
is on and the Coyotes seem poised
for the home stretch.
The Coyotes have found a
healthy mix between bitting and
pitching. Coyote hitters are hitting
a combined .300, while pitching
has slowly improved with each
passing game. Pitchers have a
comined E.R.A.(Eamed Run Av
erage) of 5.54, which is down by
0.3 runs since March 14. To a
layman that may seem very small
but in a one run game that can mean
a difference between a win and a
loss. Pitchers have brought oppo

nents batting average to under .300
for the first time this year. The
pitching staff isleatfbyjunior Bobby
Ray(l-0,1 save, 2.55 E.R.A. in 11
appearances), freshman Jim
Allen(4-2, 4.83 E.R.A. in 11 ap
pearances) and junior Kevin
VandermueUen(2-0, 3 saves, 7.20
E.R.A. in 16 appearances) along
with a collection of other promising
pitchers.
The Coyote hitters have been
hitting the ball like it has inflated to
the size of a beachball. The com
bined average of .300 is due in large
pan to the hot hitting of sophomore
Jason Liorens( .410avg.,112b,3hr
and 15 R.B.I's), senior Chris
McMillan( .382avg., 6 2b, 9 hr and
26R.B.I.'s) andjuniorSteveOgden(
.275 avg., 62b, 8 hr and35 R.B.I.'s).
The team offensively as a whole has
turned it up a notch and is poised to
enter the playoffs with afull head of
steam.
In the past nine conference
games, the Coyotes have outscored

their opponents 63-46. Hopefully
this offensive surge will continue
and their pitching will improve as
games go on. With 15 conference
games remaining, the coyotes seem
to be getting hot at just the right
time. The Coyotes have 3 games
remaining
against C.S.U.
Dtxninguez Hills and 4 games re
maining againstCal Poly, Pomona,
U.C. Riverside, and Cal State L.A.
The Coyotes are putting on their
future, is looking verv
bright. TheCoyoteshavewon3out
of 4 against U.C. Riverside, stolen
3 out of 4against Cal Poly, Pomona
and squeaked 3 wins in 4 tries
against C.S.U. Dominguez Hills.
With most of their games remain
ing against these schools, first place
in the conference seems to be an
attainable goal for the Coyotes. So,
all you baseball fans jump on the
CSUSB bandwagon now and watch
someenjoyable baseball before the
major league goes on strike again.
CON6RATULATIONS

Coyotes in the Spotlight
II eii#

"CHRIS MCMILLAN
By Kalen Hayter

Chronicle Staff Writer

Chris
McMillan,
a
Tbirdbaseman and Outfielder for
the Cal State Baseball team is
recognized as an athlete in the
Spotlight for his powerful per
formance, tremendous achieve
ments and leadership on the field.
McMillan leads the Coyotes
in RBI with 26, and has collected
6 doubled, 2 triples and 9
Hcxnenins, and is hitting .382for
the season.
Chris helped the Coyotes
who are 9-5, and in first place in
the CCAA Conference, and 1715 overall, go 2-1 against CCAA
foe Cal Poly Pomona April 6th
and 8th. In the double header
against CPP on April 8th, Chris
hadahomerun, atripleand3 RBI

as the Coyotes took the first game
6-1. In the night cap, McMillan
singled and scored, with the Coy
otes losing 4-6.

COYOTE BASEBALL

By Ben Wirick

Ojronide Staff Writer
Good news (or bad news, de
pending on your point of view); the
baseball strike is over. But it is not
settled. The players and owners,
who between 9()0 pet^le cannot
decide where over 2 billion dollars
goes, did not come to an agreanent
on the luxury tax issue. In other
words, there will be another strike
in August If you do not believe
me, and believe that the good hearts
of the players, owners and Donald
Fehr (the players union representa
tive) you have obviously been pay
ing no attention to the on going
strike.
Another strike will bring the
endtoBaseballasweknowit. Alot
of the small maricet teams (Kansas
City, Oakland, Pittsburgh, San Di
ego etc.) will go bankrupt and than
all hell will break loose in baseball.
Whoops, it already has.
If the players can really say
that they won the strike because a
judge ruled against the owners, then
they havenot seen a lot of the recent
free agent signings. Playws that
would normally be signing for mil
lion dollar contracts are now settline for $250,000. Life's tough.

London
$259

WEEK-END SPECIAL!
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY

*BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!
(OF EQUAL OR LESSOR VALUE ,NOT VAUD ON PARTY SUBS)
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Chris McMillan outside of
his Coyote Blue

1981 S. DINER'S CT. San Bernardino
(next toTony Roma's on Hospitality Lane)
OFFER OOOO AT THIS LOCATION ONLY

Players like Chuck C^, a San iBernardino native, cannot find a team
because he wants a millkm dollar
contract. The Marlins cannot af
ford a .259 avg. multi-million lead
off man. Neither can a lot of other
teams.
The Montreal Expos, who had
the best recced in die National
League, have been forced to let two
of theiroutfielders go, Larry Walker
and Marquis Grissom.
Larry Walkw went to Colo
rado to join an up and coming team
that could very well be contenders
this year. The Rockies have signed
Walker, who in the mile-high city
should have a career-high hcnner
year, and sinker ball, pitchw Bill
Swift.
Colorado should do v^ well
this year, not because of thesignings
of these two assets, but because
fans in the mile-high city are still
Baseballhungry. Colorado,as well
as Rorida, shouldnot have too much
trouble drawing fans to the games.
In fact, in Denver, two exhibition
replacement player games drew

Frankfurt $259*
Amsterdam $279*
Paris
$319*
Madrid
$365'
Prague
$409*
Athens
$415*
•Fares areeach wa/ frcm Lo5/r>3desbas«den rDi*vAih<
puchase. RoOKtkxB apply arid taxes are tic* incluoed.
CaU tor other wxIclvricJe desiiriaoorB.

Council Travdl

530 Bush Street, Dept.800, Suite 700
San Fronclsco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Call for EURAILPASSES!

Strike-Off
Cent, from page 12
over 94,000 people. This was
largely <hje to the opening of die
new Coors Field, the stadium that
now houses the Colorado Rockies.
Thirdly, the team that will do
well, as far as fan loyalty goes,
willte the Philadelphia l%illies. If
anybody thinks Uiat the Lenny
Dykstra, John Kruk, Darren
Daulton, or any of the Harley driv
ing motorcyclegang called Phillies
did not want U) play baseball, than
they wouldi^ob^ly think that there
is not going to be another strike as
well. IfyouareaRiillie,yourlistof
life priorities goes something like

this: baseball, dip, food. If you are
a F^iladelphiafan, you have to sup
port the "real" players, and be loyal
to your team.
Speaking of loyalty to teams,
bow 'bout those Dodgers. The
Dodgers let Orel Hershieser and
Brett B utler go, H^^ieser to Cleve
land, and Butler to the New York
Mets. I am sure that their combined
5 million dollar plus contracts had
something to do with it. However,
Butler was the Dodgers player rep
resentative and Hershisa* was a very
out spoken against the owners. 1
doubt that these decisions were per
sonal, after all, baseball is a profes
sional institution.

Scholarship Golf Classic to be Held
The First Annual Scholarship
Golf Classic will be held at Shandin
Hills Golf Club in San Bernardino
cm Wednesday, May 17, at 2:00
p.m. and will be hosted by the

COLLEGE GRADM/F

IT'S TIME TO
RETIRE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

Tired of coping with pay
ments? The Army can put
your college loan to rest in
just 3 years.
If you have a loan that's not in
default we'll pay off % or
$1,500, whichever isgreater,
for each year of service. Totd
repayment up to $55,000.
And well not only retire your
loan, well give you other ben
efits to last a lifetime. Ask
your Army Recruiter.
Call:

909-885-5664
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.*

School of Business and Public Administration at Cal State, San Ber
nardino.
The toumament game will be
scramble-best ball with a shotgun
start and will be played by four
somes in the men's, women's, and
mixed classes. The rules will be
provided. The entry fee per
player is $90 and will include
lunch on the course, driving
range fees, the hole-in-one con
test, awards for the winning
teams, a drawing for prizes and
the dinner and awards banquet
The prize for the hole-in-one
contest will be a 1995 auttmiobile.
This golf classic is to be an
annual event to{M'ovide scholar
ships to business and public ad
ministration students, and topromote the parmership between
students, the School of Business
and Public Administration and
the business community. All
proceeds will be used for the
scholarship fund.
Individuals wishing to join
participants for the banquet may
do so by resm^ing a placeat $25
per guest. For more informa
tion, call theSchool of Business
and Public Administration at

X5700.
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Cal State Softball Sweeps, Splits
By Kalen Hayter

recorded the win from the mound
throwing for two hits and walking
two. Morris improves her record to
12 wins 9 losses and 1 save.
The second game proved more
of the same. Cal State recorded 9
hits and 8 runs to Cal Best's 5
hits, 2 runs. Jamie Muha, a fresh
man pitcher, threw the second game,
recording five strikeouts, and walk
ing two for a complete game. Midia
improves her record to 12 wins, 7
losses.
Cal State jumped on the
scoreboard in the first inning scor
ing two runs immediately in the
bottom of the first. Cal Baptist
made an attempt in the top of the
third to close the gap, scming one
run. The score remained 2-1 until
the 6th inning whenCal Baptist tied
the game at two. The Coyotes then
answered with authixi^ by scoring
six more times in the bottom of the
6th to secure the win, led by a 2-run
homerun by designated player
Shelly Rice.
C3l B^tist was then shut out
in the 7th inning with the score Cal
State 8, Cal Baptist 2 to close out
the game. Kim BashamandMaribel
Cortez helped Cal State at theplate,
recording two hits each.
The Coyotes traveled to
Bakersfield and split a double
header against the defending Divi

Chronide Staff Writar

The Cal State Women's Soft
ball Team swept a double header
frcxnCal B^tiston Thursday, April
6th, and split a pair against the
numb^ one ranked Division n team,
Cal State Bakersfield on Saturday,
April 8th.
The Coyotes swept Cal Baptist
in a non-conference double header
match-up, winning the first game
5-2 and finished the series with an
8-2 victory. The wins move Cal
States record to 22-16-1 overall,
and 3-2-1 conference.
The Coyotes got off to a slow
start in the f^t game until the bot
tom of the third inning when they
lxx)ke away, scoring 4 runs and
recording 3 hits. DeannaLaRocque
led off the inning with a double,
foUowedby Wendy Hellerud's Base
on Balls. Candi Carton stepped up
to the plate and advanced the run
ners when herhi t caused a Cal Bap
tist error, and LaRocque wasable to
score. The Coyotes continued their
scoring streak as Kim Basham
singled to bring in both Hellerud
and
Carton making the seme 3-0. Kelli
Munoz topped off the inning when
she singl^ and Basham was able to
score on a Cal B2q>ti$t throwing
error.
Munoz later had the 5th and final
RBI fm the Coyotes in the bottom
of the 5th inning, when she singled
to bring hmne Carton.
Cal Baptist used their last and
final attem^ to come back in the
top of the7th inning by scoring two
runs befme the Coyotes ended the
game with the final score. Coyotes
5, Cal B^)tist 2. Munoz, Basham
and LaRocque all went 2 fm 3 at the
plate, as Munoz and Basham com
bined for all 5 RBI. Kim Morris

with the purchase of a large drink
4594 University Parkway, Suite A • San Bernardino
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KELLI MUNOZ"

"

Kalen Hayter

Chronide Staff Writer
Kelli Munoz, Thirdbaseman
for the Cal State Women's Soft
ball Team, has been selected as an
athlete in the "Player Spotlight."
Kelli helped lead the Coy
otes to a sweep against Cal Bap
tist College in a dout^le header on
Ajxil 6th, winning 3-1 and 7-2,
where she was 2-3 hitting with

***

two singles and three RBI. Playing
against the #1 ranked team in the
nation and defending National
C!hampion, Cal State Bakersfield,
Munoz recorded a double in the
secraid game, in which the Coyotes
won 2-1, splitting a double header
with C!!al State Bakersfield on April
8tb.
Kelli leads the Coyote team
and the CCAA Conference in hit
ting, with a .429 average. She is

DELMYS

also on top of the conference with
a.500on base percentage. Forthe
season, Kelli has 19 RBI's, and
leads the team defensively with a
.985 fielding percentage, record
ing 221 put-outs.
"Kelli is the Coyote Team
Captain. Not only is she an asset
to our team mhletically, she is a
leader and contributor to the team
concept. Kelli is a "total" player
with a heart for die game. Any
coach would be ecstatic to have a
player like her on their team."
stated Head Coach Roxanne
Berch.

"Best Subs in Town"
Now Open Til 10!

I Any Regular 6" or 12" Sub
j with coupon. Not good w/any other offer
j 1357 Kendall Dr.

sion II National Champion, Cal
State Bakersfield, becoming the
only team this season to take a game
from the #1 ranked team i^ .the
nation.
«
The fist game, the Roai^nners of Balxrsfield acted as if they
were in a Warner Bros, cartoon,
lighting up the score like an ACME
explosion, beating the Coyotes 7-1.
The Coyotes lone run came from
Candi Carton.
In the second match-up, the
Coyotes foiled the Roadrunners, and
come away the victors, winning by
a score of 2-1. Both mns came in
the topof the5tb inning,making the
score 2-0, Coyotes. The Roadrun
ners, in an effort to race past the
Coyotes only managed to score one
time, to close the difference to 2-1.
The Coyotes kept the defensive
pressure on, to hold the Runnm
and ccxne away with the win. San
Bernardino h^ coach Roxanne
Berch had this to say about the
game "It was a big win for us. We
have a young team (seven fresh
man, two of th^ are the Coyote's
pitchers) and they have ix> fear of
other teams. I'm very excited and
proud of the way the team played."
The Coyotes will play host to
Bakersfield on Saturday Ainil 29,
for their final home game of the
season.

$1.00 off any sandwich

Coyotes in the Spotlight

Former Cal State Physical Education Professor Dies
Dr. George Azem Weiny, 61, mission, San Bernardinochapter of
died March 27 of cancer at Reche ^ the AmCTican Red Cross 12 years,
Canyon Convalescent Hospital in and served on the Board of Direc
Colton. A native of Keokuk, Iowa, tors for the San Bernardino YMCA
Weiny was a professOT of physical one year.
Besides being a swim coach,
education since 1967.
He served as head coach of the Weinypublished and edited "Swim
San Bernardino YMCA Swim ming Rules and Case Studies" for
Team fiom 1962-1977 and again three years and wrote the article
from 1984 to 1995. He was swim "Snorkeling Fun for Everyone."
meet director of the NCAA Divi
He earned 25 year service
sion II National Championships awards from both the National
Swim Coaches Association in 1985
1982-1995.
Weiny received his masters and the College Swim Coaches
from the State University of Iowa, Association in 1987. The Southern
and his doctorate from the Univer California Aquatics Federation gave
sity of Beverly Hills.
Dr. Weiny theOutstanding Smice
He was a certified mOTiber of Award nine years, andhe was named
the Professional Association of the Sea Son of the Year.
Divinglnstructors, Ammcan Asso
Donations can be made to
ciation of Health, I%ysical Educa George Weiny Memcnial Scholar
tion Recreation and Dance, a certi ship Fund, do YMCA of San Ber
fied member of the American S wim nardino Valley Swim Team, 216
Coaches Association, Naticxial In- W. Sixth St., San Bernardino,
terscholastic Swim Coaches Asso 92401.
ciation, County Water Safety Com-
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Don't Label Homosexuality,
Learn About It
By Shannon Burns
Ach^artiaing Manager

This cdumn willbe about gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals. It will be
about gay issues and gay life. It is
not, howevCT, exclusively for the
gay community, it is written for the
straight community as well. The
hope I have for this column is that it
will prove helpful and educational
to heterosexu^s and to gays.
I realize that this may prove
to he a delicqt^ nTfrlprtalcing. I fear

that no matter what the subject is or
how it's covered, somwne is going
to be offended. I hc^ this will not
be
case, of course, but honosexuality is still often a very sensi
tive issue among straights and gays.
For example, 1 didn't believe that
naming the column would be a sen
sitive issue. HowevCT, it is.
I ^t asked a couple of frieiKls
,for any ideas they might have. They
both thought that the words, "pride".

"rainbow", "triangle" or "gay"
should be included.
I then went to the members of
the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual(GLB)
Union here on campus to ask for
their ideas. My favorite was "The
Queer Coyote". Not all the mem
bers liked the name, in fact some
were uneasy because for. decades
"Queer" was very, very negative.
The Gay community has given this
WOTd new meaning and it's now
used as an affirmation of pride.
Another name that seemed
popular was "Locked Out". This
name inspires many thoughts on
what "Locked Out" may represent
met2q)horicly. It could mean once
you're out of the closet you cant go
back in or po^haps the feeling that
members of the gay community are
often "locked out" of mainstream
society.
So, I now leave the title up to
you. Please send in all your won
der^ suggestions and ideas to me
at University Hall 201.09.
1would like to list the resources
that are available to anyone need
ing informationor counseling.
There are many organizations
in the Inland Emirire whose ser
vices are specific^y designed to
assist the needs of gays, their fami
lies and friends.
The Inland EmpireGLB com
munity is blossoming and it is im
portant that this growth receive
positive support to ensure that it

continues. The GLB organizations
in theInland Empire are Icxdcing for
supporters to ke^ active-active in
the sense of providing a service to
the community and to people who
are coming out and need suppcHt
and reassurance.
One such organization is
PFLAG (Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays). Chapters are
throughout Southern California in
cluding Redlands at (909)335-2220
and Riverside at (909) 341-5755.
In San Bernardino is the Gay
and Lesbian Center on D st.their
Hot-line and information number
is (909)884-5447. The center pro
vides many wonderful services.
Adjacent to the center is The Green
C!amation, a coffee house where
gays, lesbians,bisexuals and friends
can go to hang out, and relax.
Our GLB Union meets
Wednesday nights at 6 p.m. in the
eucalyptus room.
The group provides a setting where
people can meet, make new friends,
discuss current issues and get infor
mation about events which are gay
related. The membership includes

students and faculty. Evwyone is
welcome. For furthCT information
call Student Life at (909) 880-5234
and ask for the numbo^ of the (in
tact person for the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Union. The GLB Union is
getting ready to produce the first
issue of their newsletter "The
Lambda Letter" watch for that in
Suident Union, the Multicultural
Center and the Women's resource
center.
National Coning Out Day is
October 11th. For more informa
tion, contact the Gay and Lesbian
Center in San Bernardino,.
If you know someone who is
struggling withdefining their sexu
ality, ask them about it Let thon
know that you really love them- no
matter what Even though you think
you are coming across as caring
and open-minded, a person who is
questioning their sexuality may be
so afraid of telling you, that the fear
of rejection drowns out any thought
of apositive response. So please, if
you would like to help in any way
you can, it would be greatly appre
ciated by thousands.

At North Pointe:
Apartments;
Fitness Center with Racquetball Court
2 Swimming Pools, 3 Whirlpool Spas

CONTINUE

Frost-Free Refrigerator
Fireplaces and washer/dryer available
Gated Community w/ Security Patrol

Prices from $450

Sutnmer (an be the perfect time to a)ntinije

909-881-3305

your degree or just get those pesky GE (tees out of

1265 Kendall Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
92407
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Summer Session classes begin June 21 and most

on approved credit)

Do You Need Money For College?

of the University's academic programs are offered.

If Yes, We can Help! Because..

Mail-in registration Is April 3 • June 2.

We provide a Scholarship Matching Program!
Millions of doliors go urklaimed eoch yeor
Coll Ibdoy For A FREE Consultation
909-425-0330
or Write

The SuiTuner Session catalog outlines the schedule,
fees, and registration procedures. Look for yours in
the mail, or pick up a free one at the Bookstore or

SPECIALIZED SCHOLARSHIP SERVICES

the Office of Extended Education (SH-134) .

P.O.Box 10, Patten, CA 92369-0010
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College
Legal CUnic

1 specializing in family, criminal,
^personal injury, landlord/tenant,
and other fields of law!

CALL
EXTENDED
EDUCATION
AT

/

1 Montit Free Rent*
Free Basic Cable for
Students and Faculty

f>ti US at 880-5936!
We are located la tbe ASI Suites In the Student Union)
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YOGA: An Exercise for Your Body, Mind, and Soul
By Kwi Mai}ala

Special to The Chronicle

When Sant Kbalsa was five years old,
her mother would often find her alone in her
bedroom, sitting in the lotus position, prac
ticing yoga. Now, 37 years later, she is teach
ing Kundalini Yoga at Cal State, San Bernar
dino through the Office of Extended Educa
tion.
Khalsa is an associate professorof Ait at
Cal State and has been with the campus for
the last seven years. She holds a BA, BFA,
and MFA in
and currently instructs stu
dents in the areas of New Genres-a class
OKxnnpassing experimental cont^pcaniy art

foims-and in all levels of photography.
She doesn' t remember where or exactly
when she fust was introduced to yoga as a
child, but during her college career she re
calls seeing a poster which read; "Kundalini
Yoga: The Yoga of Awareness." This ap
pealed to her; at the time she was involved in
wcxnen's conscious-raising groups and she
saw yoga as a means tofocus inward and find
"what it meant to be a wcrnian." Since then,
yoga became an intricate part of her life; she
has studied with the Indian masto- Yogi
Bhajan for ^proximately 26 years, and she
has taught yoga since 1975.
Kundalini Yoga is considered to be one
of the roots of the ^iproximately 26 types of

yoga, therefore it incopcuntes many charac
teristics of those Ixnnch forms. "Yoga in
itself means union," Khalsa explains, "prac
ticing Kundalini Yoga helps to combine the
physical, mental, and spiritual aspects in the
human body." The c^jective is to fmd a
balance in those three aspects, and there are
exercises designed to assist in that goal.
Kbalsa points out, "Practicing yoga
wtxics on the n^ous system, pituitary gland
and the heart; it can help you trim down, tone
muscle, and become mrxe flexible. It helps
you de-stress; it teaches you how to relax the
body, tune into any tension and release it."
The exercises Khalsa dononstrates con
sist of postures, mantras (the i^)etition of a

B ookstore

Graduates

Come to the Coyote Bookstore

specific son in order m achieve a certain goal
such as creativity w awareness), total ^y
relaxation and breathing techniques.11^ at
mosphere is peaceful; the lights are dimdied,
shoes are removed, and the students sit oi the
floor with mats they have brought to class.
There is a moment of silence between exer
cises to allow the bodyto experience the
exercise thoroughly. The exercises are not
necessarily passive, however. Many of them
are aerobic in nature in order to stimulate
blood flow, strengthen the heart and promote
coordination and flexibility. The breathing
exercises she teaches are especially impcx*tant to yogis because thoe is the bel^f that
each person is bom with a certain number of
tneaths. Once those breaths are used up, the
person dies. In increasing lung capacity with
the deep-breathing exercises, fewer breaths
are taken. 'Tho-e are documented cases of
yogis living to be 134 years old," Khalsa
says, "so maybe it works." In the total body
relaxation portion of the class, smdents are
instructed to lie flm on their backs and allow
the body to become heavy and relaxed. With
Khalsa's voice as a focus, each part of the
body is addressed aiKl tension released. The
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Announcements
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in tke store.
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Le purcbased
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Art PrpfMsor, Dr. Sant Khalsa

class ends with a mantra to enhance positive
affumation and to prepare students to face
the outside world once again.
For Khalsa, yoga is important in order to
stimulate creativity. Her medium is photog
raphy, and she will often "take experiences in
meditation and incorpmate them into the
artwcxk." She recently had an exhibit at the
Califmnia Museum of Photography in which
she explored the relationship between trees
and human beings. What she found in com
mon was breathing. "They need the carbon
monoxide that we {xovide and we need the
oxygen they provide. It's a conscious con
nection between man and nature," she says.
Khalsaexplains, "Kundalini Yogais very
experimental. It is almost impossible to de
scribe to someone. You have to experience
it, not intellectualize it."
Kundalini Yoga meets from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. every Tuesday from April 11 toMay 30
in the Foundation Building, Room 107. There
is a $60 fee for the class. For more informa
tion calltheOfficeofExtendedEducationat

X5975.

SSiteiKteSftlJidFitness Tour Comes to West Coast
w

By Jim Chaffin

Chronicle Staff Writer
and Audra D. AlexandM-

Fditor-in-f^hief
Students, faculty, staff, and gen
eral passers-by enjoyed two days of
fun-filled learning, as the Colle
giate Health and Fimess Tour finaUy made its way to the West
Coast.
The Tour entered its third year
as the organization came to Cal
State San Bernardino, April 11,12,
and 13. National sponsors for the
Tour included Jeep/Eagle, Ply
mouth, Sprint, Reeb(^, Sebastmn
International, Hawaiian Tropic,
Discover Card, Lipton Original Iced
Tea, IBM, and Clearly Canadian
Water. Hosted by the SmdentUnion
Program Board, the Tour offered
many different activities, free
samples, as well as booths and ex
hibits Ml general health and well-

being. Many people received free
T-shirts, fanny packs, lotions,
waterguns, and samples of Clearly
Canadian Water.
The free exposition expanded
from fifty to 100 in 1995, making it
the largest collegiate tour in the
nation.
Mike Templer, Special Events
Coordinator fc* CSUSB, stated that,
"TheJeep/Eagle Health and Fitness
Tour promotes fun and responsibil
ity. Students can have fun without
drinking."
The various fitness tests,
deemed the "Natural High Activi
ties" included the Artificial Rock
Climbing Wall, the Bungee Run
Competition, the Football and Soc
cer Challenges, Human Bowling,
and the Velcro Fly Wall.
The issues addressed by infor
mational booths included drinking
and driving, alcohol and drug edu-

'Rock Climbing WaK'

cation, A.IX).S.
A.IX).S. awareness,
awareness, exerexer
..
•
cise, and human rights programs.
On campus, there were mixed
reactions as to the preparedness of
the tour itself. There were very few
signs around campus, and just days
before the event was scheduled.
Dr. Yolanda Ruokis, CSUSB Cam
pus Doctor said, " The fair was
great, but (I) wish we knew earlier
(about the Tour) so we could par
ticipate moreactively." The Health
Center had to construct a booth in
very little time because they were
not informed of the Tour's arrival.
The Center is planning a Health
Fair of their own, scheduled for
May 9-11.
Several students who attended
the fair felt that it was not promoted
as best as it could be, but that was
insignificant compared to the fun
and learning they experienced

Tbe
The Artificial Rock Climbing
U7oil/liHnrkthpoinnner»tion.duetO
Wall
did notbegin operation, due to
a loss of keys, until later on in the
day. Debra Williamson, a corpo
rate sponsor from Jeep/Eagle, stated
that, "We just added the school to
our tour about two weeks ago. We
offered it (to CSUSB) because we
had an opening on the way to an
other school. Student activities coo-dinators didn't have time to ad
vertise."
All in all, students reacted well
to the Collegiate Tour, and the tour
was summarized by CSUSB Jun
ior, Jessi Jocquez, by saying, "(The
Tour) was a great opportunity to
see different products, become
aware of the different businesses in
the community, and it gives you a
few minutes to relax before the next
class."

ttET IN SHAPE!
Facility Hours

Monday 11:15 am -1:15 pm
\ruesday 12:00 pm - 2 pm
Wednesday 11:15 am-1:15 pm
iThursday 12:00 am-2:00 pm
{Friday 11:15 am - 1:15 pm
and
Mon-Fri 5:00 pm-10:00 pm
Swimmins Pool Hours
Monday 12:00 -1:20 pm
and 4:30 - 6:00 pm
Tuesday 12:00 -1:20 prn
and 4:30 - 6:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 -1:20 pm
and 4:30 - 6:00 pm
Thursday 12:00 -1:20 pm
and 4:30 -6:00 pm
Friday 12:00 -1:20 pm
and 4:30 - 6:00 pm
ttention students:

Please note that
\closing times are the times vou must leave
Ithe facilities. Notice will be given in as far
ladvance as possible as to special events.

Scholarship Established
Judy Killgore, long-time secre
tary for the English Department and
friend to all, died February 3. A
scholarship has been established by
friends of Killgore, and is available

to ahalf-time wfiill-time staff mem
ber who is taking one or more un
dergraduate classes per quarter.
This awa rd is the first and only
scholarship established solely for

staff members. Ifyou would like to
contrtbute, please send tax-deduct
ible checks to the CSUSB Founda
tion. Monthly payroll deductions
are also avail^le. If you have any
questions, please call Dr. Margaret
Doane at x5830.

Professor of Psychology Dies

Dr. Wallace Cleaves, Emerims
Professor of Psychology passed
away. He will be remembered by
the students and faculty members
for his contributions and achieve
ments to the campus and the com
munity.
Dr. Cleaves, 52, died March 28
of multiple myeloma, atypeofbone
cancer, at his home in Claremont.
A native of Oakland,
He attended the University of
California at Berkeley, earned a
master's degree from California
State University at Los Angeles,
and acquired his doctorate from the
University of California at River
side. His post-graduate work was
completed at the Institute of Child
Development at the University of
Minnesota.
He was an associate professor
at Loma Linda University Medical
Center. He then spent 17 years at
the Child and Family Study Center

inRiverside.HejoinedtheCal State
faculty in 1971 and was head of the
clinical counseling program and
chairperson of the psychology de
partment.
He was an active member of the
local Native American community
and just recently was awarded a
position at the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles as a research
psychologist will the American In
dian Studies Center. He was in
volved in the restoration of the
GabrielinoTTongva Tribe and wrote
a bill that officiated tribal state rec
ognition. Cleaves served as the di
rector of the Gabrielino/Tongva
Springs Foundation, an organiza
tion that aims at preserving tribal
hot springs for two years.
Donations can be sent to the
Gabrielinon"ongva Springs Foun
dation, 13229 Rose Ave., Los An
geles, 90066.

,SUBUJflY"
Suy any yootlo&9
sub and gat a 2nd
sub of aqual or
Xassaf vaXua FREE
vitb purcbasa of
a 32 OS. drink
1050 W. KENOAa DR., SUITE B
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92407
(909) 886-3343

offer good only

with coupon
expires 7/1/95

Doyle to be Exhibited
From Newt Services

His wcxxlworkings are the prod
uct of bis "private visiwis" and come
April 20 long-time CSUSB profes
sor Leo Doyle will make public
some of those visions as he e^ibits
his art in theUnivanity Art Gallery.
Fran the time he was a boy,
Doyle was carving, building or shap
ing something, anything, everything
be could put his hands to-cardboaid box cities, snow forts and
tunnels in his backyard, a racing
boat with his Uncle Andrew' s tools.
Today, he fashions jewelry
boxes, wooden rigurines, furniture
and other works, using on occasion
twigs or chips of wood picked up
from fishing vacations in the
Adirondacks with his two brothers.
And some of his work, like the
boxes or figurines, he turns an a
lathe-an unusual thing to do be
cause it is bedposts or chair legs that
typically get such treatment.
The smell and feel of fresh cut

NEW!

ONLY MINUTES FROM CSUSB

wood and the lingering pleasure
that comes with a fmish^ piece
have been simple but "intoxicat
ing" experiences for Doyle. He
works like American folic artists,
and they worked by intuition. Not
following intellectual or historical
roads, they carved out their own
rules as they went, unimpeded, says
Doyle, by teacher biases and the
smart art of academicians.
Doyle was bom in Rochester,
New York and has done wood wak
ing wokshopsin America and New
Zealand. He also has exhibited at
many venues, including theBanaker
Gallery in San Francisco and the
Arrowmont Gallery in Gatlinburg,
TN.
Doyle's show runs through May
26. An opening reception will be
held in the University Art Gallery
April 20 from 5 to 7 p.m. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 12 to 4 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. For more
information, call x5802.
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At the RAMADA INN
FREE
lunch or DInnor w/ Purchase
ot Equal or Greater Value
Meats from menu
COMPOII£i»PWM^-JO-M|

HAMBURGER.&FRIES
START AT $4.00
LUNCH BUFFET $4.95
MONDAY-FRIDAY
(909) 887-3001

Vintage Clothing
501 Levis
Leather Jackets
Flight Jackets
Levi Jackets
M-T-W-F-Sat 11-6 pm
Thurs 11-9 pm
Sunday 12-4 pm
1 1 4 E. State St.
Redlands, CA 92373
Kevin or Jo (909) 798-8055

Ptielo Courtmay of VmuMi Afis D»partnwil

APM ' to

fecial to The Chronicle

The community is invited to an
art exhibition and auction tobe held
at Califomia State University, San
Bernardino, Jack Brown Hall,
Room 102. The event will be held
on Saturday, April 22, with previewing^7:30p.m. Refreshments
will be served and door{xizes will
be awarded. Donations are $5.00
with advancereservations and $7.(X)
at the door. Those wishing to make
resovatioiseariy should call x5439.
All checks for art purchases will be

made payable to Alpha Kappa Psilota Omicron Chapter. Visa,
MastoCard, and American Express
will be accepted.
The art auction is sponsored by
Alpha K^pa Psi, a co-ed profes
sional business fraternity. In additioi to on-campus events the frater
nity is actively involved in thecom
munity. Members volunteer their
time and efforts to such projects as
"The Special Olympics," and "Jun
ior Achievement."
The conmuniQr is invited to
view, enjoy, and even acquire a
piece of art. Masters such as

Based on the board game FITTING WORDS, copyright 1994 by Susan Hartman
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i.T. Day!

(IjOtemational Togetherness)

Contact D. Conant
(909) 475-5541 Of leave a meaage at (909) 425-2044

•

T

(909)880-0290
Fax (909)880-0292

April 30, 1995
Court Street Square (Court and "E" St.)
12 Noon til 5p.m. - Everyone Welcome
There will be music, dance, drama, and literature.
Lots of prizes for top participantsi
Come join the fun!

Rockwell, Alaniz, Neiman,
Wooster, Scoot, Krasnyansky,
Schofleld, Erte, Forest, and other
artists from around the wold will
be displaying their wok.
On exhibit will be a collection
of signed lithogr^hs, etchings, serigraji^s, and a varied selection of
watercolors and oil paintings. Each
piece is custom framed and ready to
be displayed. Those wishing to
attend are urged to cone early, ex
amine the art, question thestaff and
at thesound of the gavel, bid oi the
inece of their choice.

fitting words by Susan Hartmar
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Art Exhibit and Auction Comes to AKPsi
By Jodi Glibart
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Fit all printed letters in
the puzzle into words of
your choice. Connect all
words horizontally and
vertically, crossword
style, so that they share a
common letter. When
you have finished, you
should be able to follow
an unbroken path from
any word in the puzzle to
any other word.
You can erase or
change letters at any
time. No letter may be
placed where squares are
blocked out. Don't use
proper nouns, hyphen
ated words or same word
twice. If two or more let
ters are next to each
other, either up or down,
they must form a word
both ways, as in cross
words.
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Impasse Declared between CSU and Faculty Union
in this country already follow the
same practice, it is not an attempt
Impasse
was
declared
after
the
FremNMfS ServicM
CPA announced that it would not to emphasize research and publica
tions, as some have wrongly sug
After nearly a year of bargain agree to a performance-based com
gested. Ratfier, the goal is to recog
pensation
program
for
1995/96.
ing, in which issues concerning 30
nize and reward our strongest fac
"Very
simply,
the
CSU
insists
that
of 35 contraa articles were resolved,
ulty, primarily those who excel in
those
faculty
who
contribute
the
the California Slate University and
the California Faculty Association most, in era of limited resources teaching."
The performance-based com
have reached an impasse in nego- and greater demands, should be
pensation approach proposed by the
compensated
most
strongly,"
said
tisuicms. The impasse declaration is
Munitz. CSU is a model that is not only
an acknowledgement by both sides CSU Chancellor
that no further progress in negotia "This does not require a lengthy
tions can be accomplished without formulation of new policies, since
the assistance of an outside media the great proportion of institutions
tor.

CSUSB Academic Affairs
VP. Assumes Position
gan to search. I decided to apply
and here I am." However, Dr.
Chronicle Staff Writer
Fernandez' academic field is not
With twenty years of teaching administration, by trade he is a ge
experience, Dr. Louis Fernandez ologist, andaccoF^g to Fernandez,
now finds himself in the position of "It just happened. It wasn't some
Vice President of Academic Af thing thatI was on thefast track for,
fairs, and responsible for oversee I just h^pened to be at the right
ing all of CSUSB's academic pro place at the right time."
Teaching, though, is the reason
grams. *When the Vice President
left, I was asked to fill in as acting he became interested in administra
Vice President and I did that for tive duties in the first place. During
eight or nine months until they be- his tenure of twenty years at the
University of New Orleans he
earned two teaching awards from
the school. "That's probably some
of the highest honors that I have
gotten... higher than some adminis
trative positions." Even as acting
Vice President, he taught half of an
academic course. "I just enjoy it. I
don't want to let go of that little part
of my career."
After earning his Bachelor's
Degree from the City College of
New York, Fernandez traveled to
Oklahoma to further his education.
"I thought I was going to be an oil

By Darren POIIIM)

The future of the country
is in education. We've got
to provide the necessary
education for our people.
'Dr. LouisFernandez

Whichever direction you decide to
MOO Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
take, we can help you get there in style,
a Special A.HRt
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
call 1-800-311-1536 for details.
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.P.R"

FORD

LINCOLN

Mercury ®

Annual Percentaae Rate alternative not available on leases. Customer Option Plan or Red Carpet Option Plan. "To be eligible, you most graduate with a bach^w's degree,
or ^enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/93 and 9/30/95. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 10/1/94 and 9/30/95; Some vehicle eligibility restnctions appty.

man so I went down to Tulsa Uni
versity to work on my Master's,"
says Fernandez. But, after deciding
the oil business didn't suit him, be
reuimed east to Syracuse where he
earned his Master's and Ph.D. He
then ventured on to Yale for three
years of post doctorate work where
he was able to study Yale's infa
mous lunar rocks. From there he
accepted a teaching position at the
University of New Orleans. How
did he end up in San Bernardino?
"It was time for a change of scen
ery. After living in the swamps for
so long I was longing for the moun
tains." As Vice President of Aca
demic Affairs his energy is now
focused on his duties.
As Chief Academic Officer,
Fernandez is resprmsible for mak
ing sure that the students here at
CSUSB get the best quality educatiOT possible. Fernandez is there to
help teachCTS do what they are sup
posed to do, teach. Currently the
most pressing issue that Fernandez
must deal with is maintaining the
quality of education by keeping up
with improving technology.
"We're going tobe getting mae
students, but we're not seeing a lot
of money from the state, so one of
the big challenges is to become as
efficient as we can without hurting
ourprograms." Fernandez says that
the University needs to find ways to
provide students with thelatest tech
nology without a large increase in
University fees. 'The future of the
country is in education. We've got
to provide the necessary education
for our people."
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Resolution of Proposition 187 Legai Controversy Not In Sight
By Brian
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Updating a series of articles that
have speared in The Chronicle
this fall and winter, a fax received
last wedt from the Office of the
Genmi Counsel of the California
State University System reports that
"none of the provisions of Proposi
tion 187 affecting the admissicxi or
registration of students are to be
implemented until further notice."
The CSU Board of Trust
ees heard a rqport in March on the
status of significant litigation confironting the CSU as an institution.
The summary is the first of what is
anticipated to be a periodic i^iort
to the board.

Impasse...
cont'd from page 18
standard in private industry but at
most universities in the country,
including many systems which the
CSU uses for comparative purposes.
Munitz emphasi^ that ^e meritbased compensation plan depends
iqxin peer evaluation and depart
ment level recommendations to the
campus presidents.
Said Munitz: "Our faculty are
no diff^nt than other inx)fessionals. Thosedoingaparticularlygood
job should be recognized wtten it is
time to provide scarce ccxnpensation increases. Similarly, tbo^ who
have not done well in a given cycle
should not be rewarded as dramati
cally. It seems like a fairly simple
and well-established concept. It is
unfortunate that the union has not
accepted the proposal."
Other sti<^ng points in the ne
gotiations include: 1) the
university's proposal to fund a fac
ulty development program designed
to improve faculty teaching effec
tiveness (which is tied to the perfm'mance-based pay); 2) the union's
desire to change the current layoff
procedures; 3) a CFA propos^ to
provide what is essenti^ly the
equivalent of tenure for long-term

Given by intoim General Coun
sel Christine Helwick, the report is
designed to keep trustees and other
interested parties informed oa liti
gation before the syston and the
campuses.
Helwick highlighted two cases
dealing with Proposition 187, ex
plaining to the board that provi
sions of the measure are not being
implemented on order of thecourts.
Cases are expected to be heard in
San Francisco County Superior
Court in June and in U.S. District
Court in September.
Helwick said it is possible a
special meeting of the board may
have to be called in J une if the court
determines that the prc^sition must

be implemented and trustees need
to approve implementation proce
dures, which currently are being
formul^ed.
Proposition 187, passed by
California's voters lastNovembo",
would ban undocuntented immi
grants from attending any college
in the CSU system.
The San Francisco state court
injunction issued shortly after Prop
187 passed requires that"currently
enrolled students be notified of the
ix'ovisions of the injunction in a
widely distributed campus publi
cation, such as a campus newspa
per."
The Chrorucle was duly ad
vised to take st^ to insure that the

lecturers, a change which the uni
versity has said is unacceptable; 4)
the union'sinsistence that all state
wide and campus CPA officers be
completely relieved of teaching re
sponsibilities in order to engage
solely in union business;and 5) the
union's desire to place counselors
on the instructional faculty pay
schedule.
The Public Employment Rela
tions Board (PERB) has concurred
thatthe two sides are at impasse and
that a mediator should be assigned
from the State Ccxiciliation Ser
vice. This action by the PERB sets
in motion the statutory procethu^
for resolving such disputes. It is
expected that the mediation session
wUl begin the week of May 1.
"It is important to mjAasize
that the process of collective bar
gaining is continuing and that me
diation is a positive step toward a
mutually acceptable agreement,"
said June Cot^r, Vice Chancellor
of Human Resources.
"The CSU began this round of
faculty negotiations with the best of
intentions in a interest-based set
ting, and we accomplished much
through it,"said Munitz. "The uni
versity continues to woik for soluticms Aat will help address the very
real changes that are occurring in
our economy. However, our focus

now must be on protecting and
strengthening our core faculty, and
leading the institution so that it
serves more effectively our students,
their families, and the tax pay^ of
this state. Community, academic
and corporate leaders have encour
aged us in our pursuit of a pay for
perfcxmance system for our univer
sity, and leadership of our Board
and their colleagues in the political
arena are all urging us to insist upon
true merit pay and professional de
velopment opportunities for our
faculty. We will continue to work
to m^e these sensible oi^rtunities a reality."

U.S. MARKETING & PROMOTIONS
seeks SPOKESMODELS
bilingual (Spanish), 21 or over.
ATTRACTIVE, OUTGOING, DEPENDABLE
Attend exciting promotions at
dance clubs, concerts, supermarkets
EARN $21 PER HOUR!!!!
Call
800-748-6374
ASAPH

GOTTA STUDY??
Pfau Library hours for S pring quar
ter are as follows: 8 am. to 11 p.m.
Mcmday through Thursday, 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, and 2 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday. The libr^ will be closed
May 29 in observance of Memorial
Day.

following notice appeared in our
next edition:
"Please take note that pursuant
to court order. Sections 8 and 9 of
Prq)osition 187, i.e., those affect
ing student admission or registra
tion, have been enjoined and are not
being enforced pending further
court cxder. Specifically:
(a) students andai^licants will
not be prohibited frcxn attending or
continuing in their enrollment based
(Ml the provisions of Sections 8 or 9
of Prc^sition 187; and
(b) students and ^pUcants will
only be asked to verify their immi
gration status for the sole purpose
of determining their residency sta
tus for tuition purposes; and
(c) no information regarding
any student or ^plicant will be
transmitted to the U.S. Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service,
(firstly or indirectly, pursuant to

Sections 8 or 9 of Proposition187."
In addition to this, the fax up
dates what was originally repohed
in the front page article "Prop
Still Tied Up in Courts as CSUSB's
Chicano Coalition Takes Action"
in the March 8 issue of The
Chronicle. Tbe case evidently will
not be resolved in J une as originally
anticipated by the CSU system.
The San Francisco case will
probably not be beard until well
intotbefall. TheFedaalsuitinLos
Angeles is set fcx uial on Septem
ber 5,1995. According to the CSU
system, it is "unlikely that any
implementation of Proposition 187
will be required for the Fall 1995
academic term."
Anyone with questions on this
matter may contact Linda S.
MacAUister in the CSU Office of
the General Counsel at (310) 9852913.

Canyon Murder Update
By Brian Leas

Arts and Entertainment Editor

In die March 22 issue of The
Chronicle, it was reported in the
front page article "C^e on Cam
pus a Clause for Concern for Stu
dents," by staff writer Victoria
Besedin, that the body of a local
middle schoolteacher had been dis
covered in Devil's Canycm at11:15
a.m. on March 17.
Updating this story, the March
18 edition of Die San Bernardino
Sun and the March 19 edition of
The Riverside Press Enterprise both
identified the victim as 37-year-old
SharonTurnerRich, amath teacher
at Serrano Middle School in San
Bernardino. Her body wasfound in
a drainage ditch near a forest ser
vice road ai^oximately three quar
ters of a milejiprth of CSUSB.
The victim's husband, Christo-

]:^er Davis Rich, was arrested that
afternoon shortly after being ques
tioned in connection with the death
of bis wife. San Bernardino police
investigators allegedly found too
many inconsistencies inMr. Rich's
story and alibi.
Af^iarently, Mr. Rich had re
ported his wite missing after she
wentjogging themorning of March
16 and never returned. He then
allegedly organized a search party
tt) look for bis missing wife, mak
ing sure to avoid the area where he
had disposed of the body, conve
niently covered with bru^.
Local residents discov^ed the
body face-down in the ditch on the
morning of March 17. Police said
that Mrs. Rich had apparently been
killed by a blow to the bead, but
coroner's officials indicated that
they would conthict an autopsy to
determine the exact cause of death.

Fee Increase Discussed at Budget Hearings
Fr(Mn N«ws ServicM

Richard West, CSU system vice
chancellor for business and finance,
reported to trustees about initial
meetings that system officials have
had in Sacramento with legislative
budget committees. The chancel
lor and other administrators are
continuing to press for additional
funds to offset a student increase.
Trustees reluctantly approved a
10 percent fee increase for fall 1995
(which would bring theannual State
University Fee to $1,740), but have
called on the governor and legisla
tors to provide the syst^ with an
additional $35 million so the increase would not have to be imple
mented. The issue will ronain a
discussion it^ as budget hearings
continue.
West compared the governor's
budget proposal with the Legisla
tive Analyst Office's recommen

dations, which he indicated are
nearly identical and contain no
major areas of disagreement
FOT example, the LAO recom
mends a 2,000 full-time equivalent
student enrollment growth in 1995/
96, supports the fee increase as well
as the graduate student fee differen
tial (a 15 percent versus the under
graduate 10 percent increase) and
concurs with thesystem as to where
expenditure increases should oc
cur.
Thoe are some technical dif
ferences, such as what the base per
student cost is. West said, and also
bow a salary increase should be
divided-cost of living versus an
nual step increases. West said the
issue should be settled at the collec
tive bargaining table and not be
legislated.
West also said the LAO says
year-end carry-over funds should

be restricted to $15 million, with
any other amount over that returned
to the state's CJeneral Fund. West
said that would constitute punish
ment for the system having saved
money and furtho- negate any in
centive to continue to save mtmey
if the funds weren't able to be used
the following year by trustees.
"That refxesents the worst bu
reaucratic thinking," said Trustee
Bill Hauck, chair of the board's
Finance Committee. "That gives
the wrong message about opoating
efficiently; why would you want to
do that?"
The govemw's budget calls fw
a 2.7 percent increase for the sys
tem to $1.60 billion from the cur
rent $1.53 billion. Gov. Wilson's
budget is being debated by legisla
tors, and the CSU won't know its
final figure until the state budget is
released on July 1.
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Feminism: It's Not Just for Women
By Dr. J. Scott RodrigiMZ
fecial to The Chronicle

results largely from the power
oQ>atriarchal social instituticxts, it
is impossible to believe that men
have absolutely NO role in creating
the massive subcxdinaticxi that af
fects every level of women's lives.
As a man, you must be willing
to recognize your role not only as a
person but ^so as a member of
social groups and institutions which
subordinate women. Only then can
the way to ending sexist oppression
become clear.

Most men, and even some
women, have an inaccur^ idea of
what feminism is. The stereot^
of the hairy-legged, bra-burning,
unattractive, loud and humorless
feminist is as mistaken as it is wide^nead, and this is not an accident
P^sonal attacks against femi
nists are simply a larger part of
whatautborSusanFaludihas termed
our cwitemporary society's **backlash" against progress in the struggle
for equal rights for all.
In this and the columns to fol
low, we'll take a lode at what men
can do to assist in the battle to end
sexual oppression, a goal that will
help to make the world a better
place for us all if we can realize it
Men do not need to fear adopt
ing the label of "faninist" for them
selves. This does not mean that
you're a sissy, a weakling, that you
enjoy being dominated, or that you
must support a particular political
ageiMla. When we take a critical
look at what most feminists be
lieve, we discover that these are
concepts that all people, men and
women alike, can rally aroimd.
First, feminists believe that
wcxnen are subordinated. This is
apparent (XI many levels in our so
ciety: sexually,physically,Mnoti<xially and economically, themajority
of wcxnen on the face of the planet
face more difficult lives than the
majority of men.
Widely disseminated statistics
indicate that seventy percent of
those in poverty in the world today
are women and children. One in
three women in America is a victim
of sexual assault at some time in
their lives. Women still earn less
than seventy cents to the dollar made
by men.
Ihe subordination of women
affects men too. Wcxnen who are
understandably resentful of their
mistreatment in our s(x:iety are con
fusing to many men who fail to
understand their predicament
Qearly, the present imbalances
in the s(Kial oxistruction of gender
inhibit fully trusting and human
relationships between the sexes.
Men also bear the ill effects of the
subordination of women.
Second, feminists believe that
men subcxdinate women. Surely,
soiqe will argue that women themseWes participate in their own subcxdination.
this does ikh deny the fact
however, that men play a role in
creating the opportunities for
wcxnen to place themselves in a
subordinate status.
WhetbCT or not you pei^nally
believe that wcxnen particip^ in
dieir own expression ex that this^

Fmally, all feminists believe that
ending sexist oppression is desir
able. Well-intentioned people can
argue abouf how a society that did
not subordinate wcxnen wouldloc^.
Perhaps total and complete
equality is the only answer, or per
haps we need a system of laws that
honcxs and respects impcxtant dif
ferences between men and women
in ways that the current legal sys
tem has not considered.
At any rate, it is entirely pos

sible for men tojoin with women in
the struggle to end sexist expres
sion, as it will benefit men as well
as women to achieve a just social
order.
What is needed isnot a separate
"men's" movement Going out to
the wcxxls to beat drums and honor
our fathers is not going toend sexist
oppression. The proper role for
men is to join with women in cre^ing a world that benefits us all.
Men can be an important part of

the feminist movement but not if
their only goal is to reinforce and
strengthen old negiUive stereotypes
responsible for patriarchal expres
sion. Men ne^ to find ways to
advance a just scxiety, and joining
together with the feminist move
ment is the most effective way to
spcxisor meaningful social change.
Future columns in this series
will explore ways for men to be
come active agents in the struggle
to end sexist oppression for us ^1.
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are

tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets —money that can help make the
difference between living and living well after your
working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them
as income. That can make a big difference in how

R E T I R E M E N T

I N V E S T I N G

As the nation's largest retirement system, we
offer a wide range of allocation choices—from
TlAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of
principal and interest, to the seven diversified
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low,® which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
Call today—it couldn't hurt.

painful your tax bill is every year.

E^nsuring the future
for those who shape it.*"
'SuniM c! P,H7r\. I.uuronce

1994; Upper Analytical Services. Inc.,

Up/Kr-nirtrforj'Anatytieel Data, 1994 (Quarterly). CREF

certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call I 800-842-2733, ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus- Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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New Mediation Center Offers Help for Conflict Resolution
By Andrea J. Curry-Booth
fecial to The Chronicle

Is your landlord taking advan
tage of you? Got a beef with a local
business person? Conflict at work?
There is now a free serviceavail
able to help people resolve disputes
in the San Bernardino area. The
Center for Dispute Resolution is
located at the San Bernardino Cen
tral Courthouse and is open to stu
dents, faculty, and others that find
themselves in the midst of a con

flict
The new program
offers amediati(Hi ser
vice as an alternative
to litigation. Thegoal
is to help disputants
to fmd a mutu^y ac
ceptable settlement,
hi a traditional court
case there is usually a
winner and a loser,
and in some cases
both parties end up
losing.

Mediation saves
people the time and
money that is usually
necessary for litigation.
Disputants are able to
solve their problems
without tying up the
courts.
Mediators are
particularly effective in
cases where disputants
liave some sort of ongo
ing relationship, which
includes relatives,
ni^^ente^^ispute Resolution offers free al^maSw^^l^gatJw.
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Friends
Don't Let Friends
Graduate ... Without
Great Jobs!!
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Air Force ROTC is looking for students
interested in
a four year guaranteed job after graduation.
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Contact: Capt Andrepont, (909)880-5440
Office: Physical Education Bldg. Room 119
Minimum Standards Required

Currently processing sophomores
for summer field training

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

neighbors, or roommates. Medi
ated settlementsoften help start the
healing process between embittered
parties.
"I call it conflict resolution with
dignity," reports Debby Kobayashi,
volunteer mediator for the newcen
ter.
Dr. Fred Jandt of the Commu
nication Studies Department has
been assisting in the development
of the program.
'This mediation program fills a
need that was lacking in the com
munity," says Jandt "It's impor
tant for the university's students,
staff, and faculty to know that this
free service is now available."
The program is staffed prima
rily by volunteers who are trained
in communication skills, facilitat
ing the production of solution ideas,
maintaining neutrality and writing
the agreement contract between dis
puting parties. Several Cal St^
smdents have been trained as vol
unteer mediators and are gaining
valuable experience in the process.
National estimates indicate that
80% of mediated cases reach a
settlement. However, if the disput
ing partiesdo fail to reach an agree
ment, they do not lose their right to
go to court Unlike arlntrators, me
diators do not make decisions. The
parties involved retain much more
control over the resolution.
Acccxding to County Superior
Court Presiding Judge James
Edwards, "pet^le who resolve their
problms through mediation are
generally happier and feel justice
has been done." Many of the cases
are court referred, but the center is
also available for county residents.
Formore information aboutmediator training or dispute resolution
call The Center for DisfHite Resolu
tion, 351 North Arrowhead, San
Bernardino (909) 387-3880. The
centCT is open from 9 a.m. to5 p.m.
Mtxiday through Friday.

We Love
Students!

Kendallwood Apts

$300 moves
you in!

1st month free
182 bedrooms
large patio/
balcony
pool and spa
refrigerator
Gontraiair/ boat
Stove/Wasbor

O.A.C. (909) 887-0192
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Ethnicity infiuences
Disney's "Pocahontas"

something just doesn't look right.'
When Glen Keane took over
Managing Editor
the discussion again, the tc^ic be
As part of their Sp^» Series, gan to shift more towards the up
the University Diversity Commit coming release of "Pocahontas."
tee sptxisored *The Design of Am- Keane showed a clip of the sketch
mated Characters: The Biological animation be used to show his fel
Anthropological and Artistic Con low Disney animators what
siderations" featuring archaeologist Pocahontas appearance and char
Elizabeth Rega and Animator Glen acter should be like. "She moves
Keane, on Wednesday, April 5, in like a panther," he said, explaining
the Creative Arts Building. Eliza that he wanted Pocahontas to seem
beth Rega is a physical anthropolo at home in the forest, in contrast to
gist and archaeologist who studies the character of Snow White who
the problem of a lack of reprewnta- was frightenedbyafew trees. Keane
tion of women and diildren in ar also wanted Pocahontas to be,as
chaeological record. She is also a (Hie of his superiOTS put it, "The
consultant to Disney animators on rinest creature the human race has
ethnic stereotyping in the upcom tooffCT. A tribal Eve."
Beyond this, KeanetookDisney
ing animated feature "Pocahontas."
Glen Keane is a noted animator into the WsbymakingPocahontas
from the Walt Disney Studios and the first truly ethnic Disney female
is the head animator for lead. Up until this point all Disney
females were based on the Cauca
"Pocahontas."
The lecture began with a basic sian women, even "Aladdin's" Jas
explanation of human anatomy by mine had basically Caucasian fea
Rega. She pointed out the sp^i^ tures, but with ^abic skin color
physical attributes of humanbeings and eyes. Pocahontas, however,
^ to their unique upright posture. has the high check bones, narrow
These attributes include the curved forehead and eyes, and square jaw
spine, oval shaped ribcage (in con ofaNative American Indian. Keane
trast to an Ape'striangular ribcage) admitted that his fust sketches of
andtbeuseofthecalf-muscleswhen Pocahontas' face were partially in
standing, instead of the spine as in spired by Superman's shield (the
most animals. Keane then went famous S in the hexagon).
PocahcHitas also breaks fixxn the
about demonstrating how this
knowledge ^^lies to animation. norm of the Disney Animated FeaHe began with ruff sketches of a hire, by being bas^ oa history in
profile to show how the spine has to stead of fantasy, and not ending
curve instead of being drawn as a with the traditional "hjq)pily ever
straight line. Keane then expanded after." hi creating Pocahontas feu
on this by doing an animated sketch the big screen, Disney animatcus
of a hula dancer to illustrate how and writers did encounter a few
tbebodymuststayinbalance. When problems. One was the foct that
John Smith was in his thirties and
your shoulders lean to the right,
your hips move to the left, and so Pocahontas in her early teens when
forth, to keep the human body in they met and fell in love. Keane
explained that the powers-that-be
balance.
Rega discussed the intricacies at Disney felt modem audiences
involved in human motion, specifi may not accept a rwnance between
cally walking. She explain^ that, people of such an age difference.
though only slightly, everyone To solve this problem, John Smith
wiggles their hips whra they walk. is portrayed as being in his early to
To demonstrate this point, Rega mid twenties and Pocahontas is in
belted what looked like a broom her late teens to early twenties.
Disney is going to continue its
handle to h^ waist and began walk
ing across the stage. The stick tradition of Wng classics to life
wiggled wildly as Rega explained through animation. Currently in
th^ the stick exaggerated the natu the works are "The Hunchback of
ral hip movement of a walking hu Notre Dame,""Tbe Legend ofFamo
man. Applying this to animation, T an," a Chinese fairytale, "Aida,"
Rega said, "If the characta''s hips and a new "Fantasia," which will
aren't moving when they walk, the incorporate parts of the classic with
audience may not notice what is new material.
wrong, but they will know that

By CoriiM L Borsuk

Downtown Auto Center
'Qua/tty Paint, Body, A Frame Repairs"
(909) 884-2803

An l-CAR Gold Class

Now that you're going to
graduate school, how
do you plan to pay for it?

Ask us.
For Graduate Students
(pursuing all types of advanced
degrees such as law, engineering
nursing etc.) TheCiti-

Graduate Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford Loans
and our exclusive GradAssist Loan.
And, all of the Citibank Grad
No matter what
rently bank, you can count

• easy repayment,

on Citibank, the nation's

• low interest rates,

number one originator of

• no application fees,

student loans, to help finance

• an easy application process,

your education.

• fest approvals,

For Medical Students

• and one toll-fi-ee number

(pursuing allopathic and

to call for answers to all

osteopathic medicine) The

your questions.

CitiMedical Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford

For more information
and an application for a

Loans and our exclusive

Citibank Graduate Loan,

MedicalAssist Loan.

call 1-80GS92-8200,

For MBA Students

and ask for Operator 256.

The CitiMBA Loan
Program offers Federal
Stafford Loans and our
exclusive MBAAssist Loan.

CmBANCCf

Call 1-800-692-8200, ext. 256

Yes! I want more information

and an application for the following
Citibank Graduate Loans:
• All Federal Stafford Loans
• Citibank MedicalAssist Loan
(for students of allopathic and
osteopathic medicine)

• Citibank MBAAssist Loan
(for business students)

• Citibank CradAssist Loan
(for graduate students)

Name

of Student,
-Apt.,

Address
City.

-Zip_

State.
Telephone
Student's Social Security #
(For bener xrria. be jure lo fill inlhe Seaal Security Number abore.)

Student is currently in

• College

Year of Graduation

n Graduate School

Field of Study .

Name of College/Graduate School
Mail this coupon to:

Citibank Student Loans
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948

Collision Facility
Citibank (New York Sute]

460 W. 9th Street, San Bernardino, CA

uate Loan Programs offer:

you study or where you cur

Are you a previous student loan borrower?

Or for faster service,
call 1-800-692-8200,
and ask for
Operator 256.

• Yes

• No

CmBANCCI

Marketplace Now Open
By Brenda Gazzar

available to all students and staff
who wish tobrowse through. Since
you're at the Bode Co-op placing
your ad, you rememb^ that your
little brother used the engine of
your vacuum to create a spaceship
for his dog the week before. You
look through theappliances section
of the catalog, and to your delight
you notice two vacuums for sale.
You jot down the names and num
bers, delighted that you found the
information you've been searching
for.
STUDENTS
As you leave the Book Co-op, Over 120 manufacture^ need you
you think about the new service fo assemble products at home.
that A.S.I. is providing you. Now
Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday
A.S.I, is not only offoing you the
Book Co-op, where you can buy decorations, etc. Earn $280 to
and sell textbooks at a reasonable $652 weekly.
price, but its offering you the A.S.I. Part time / fiill time. Experience
Marketplace, a centralized location unnecessary / will tram.
on campusto buy and sell just about You're paid weekly.
anything. Now if you could only Call 1-602-680-7444 ExL lOOlC.
get someone to but your little
broths...
MACINTOSH COMPUTER
(A.S.I, does not take responsi AND PRINTER-For Sale,
bility for the transaction that takes cmnplete system only $499. Call
place between buyer and seller for
Chris at 800-289-5685.
or for the items that are bought and
sold. Ads f(^ roommates are not
accqited. For more infonnation, FOR SALE - Imi from CSUSB,
call the Book Co-op at 880-5935.) 3bd, 21/2ba, 1760sf, 2car gar, 3yr
new, poolsize backyard, assume
81/2% FHA, $138,500, owner
883-5474.
THE KEMMUL TOWBU

Special To The Chronicle

Here's the situation—you're
moving intoa less expensive, wellfurnished apartment, and you've
got to get rid of half of your belongings-and fast! What do you do?
You considermaking flyers toplace
around campus hoping just a few
people will take he^ but who has
time to make and post up 100 flyeisl You consider placing an ad in
the newspaper, but since you' re still
awaiting thedeath of yourrich uncle
Spencer, you can't kford the ser
vice. Then, it hits you like a bride.
Hie A.S.I. Marke^lace; the best
way for students, staff, and admin
istration to buy or sell any item.
How doesit w(xk? Bring aphom
of the item you'd like to sell, or just
write iq) a desaiption of the item
you are selling- (i.e. aummobiles,
^pliances, furniture, C.D.'s com
puter software, etc...) to the A.S.I.
Book Co-op, adjacent to the Stu
dent Union. There you will give
diem adescription an^or photo and
your name and numb^ where inter
ested parties can ctxitact you. For
just SOtf, the information and thead
will be placed in the A.S.1. Mailcetplace catalog for two full wedcs,
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INTERNATIONAL EMPLOY
MENT - Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conventional
English in J^an, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. Fm*
info, call: (206) 632-1146 exL
J59851.
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HOW*S YOUR JOB SEARCH
GOING? Career/NET™
software delivers your resume to
the human resources manage at
10,000 companies nationwide fe
1 cent apiece. Now availaNe
through Coyote Bocdcstwe.
WITHIN WALKING DIS
TANCE TO COLLEGE - 2
bedroom, 2 full baths. $82,(X)0.
Lots of extras- must see- 8874453.

Hours:
11:00AM-9:00PM
MON - SAT

DAILY
LUNCH SPECIAL
Except Sat.

TViAi PUCC

FINE THAI-CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN - CARRY OUT

887-7644

1689 !¥• KENDALL DR, (BEHIHD EL POLLO LOCO)

'AP9II 19 199S

OWN YOUR OWN CONDO!
Owne will carry! $650 down
and $650 per month (includes
Hcxneowners dues) Remodeled 2
Bedroom, 1 Bath, with Balc(xiy,
North Rialto (Off Highland Ave.)
-Lyie (909) 941-7775, Agent
THESIS typed according to
University Guidelines-Brochures,
Resumes, Term-papers~All
Styles Laser Printing - Editing
and grammar checks. Pick Up and
Delivery Service. Call "Al."
(909) 899-8046.
FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise
$500 in 5 days - Greeks, Groups,
Qubs, Motivated Individuals.
Fast, Easy - No Financial ObligaUon (800) 775-3851 EXT. 33.
DO YOU NEED MONEY...for
tuition? for bocAs? for housing?
for expenses? WE CAN HELP!
CaU (909) 592-4814 or (909)
944-3286.
DO EUROPE - $269 Anytime!
If you're a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline's prices.
*No Hidden Charge*
•Cheap Fares Worldwide*
AIRHITCH 310-394-0550, or
Internet: Airhitch@netcom. com

SPEEDY RESEARCH-Reports:
$6.00 per page. Over 50,(XX)
fopics and clippings. Materials few
research assistance use cmly!
6546 Hollywood Blvd. 2nd flow,
Rm.209. Los Angeles, CA
90028.
Hours: Mon-Fri. 10:30 am -6iNn.
S^urdays, 11am -4i»n. Custmn
Research available. Visa/MC/
Amex/Fax- Call foday! 1-800356-9001.
POP/COUNTRY SINGER
wants to join mu$ician(s). Call
(909) 688-0646 fw auditicm or
demo tape.
4 SALE - 2 Bed, 2 Ba. Condo.
Near Cal-State. New carpet
drapes, etc. Refirig. included.
$49,900.00 (909) 794-5549.
FOR SALE - King Size Sonuna
Waterbed. Excellent Condition.
$250.00 - Call 909-886-2835.
ATTENTION JIM HALLION:
Urgent business matter! Please
caU (909) 273-0517. Germany.
HELP WANTED - Student to
wofk in Cmnputo^ Dqit. at
Cfoyote Bookstore. Morning shift
needed. Mac experience desired.
Cfontact Lupe Ccfftez at x5986
after 12 p.m.

Attention Graduates!
Beat tie competition! Prepare
^rsetf now for the upcoming
job search. "Interviews the
Winning Way" tackles all of
the tough topics including
salary negotiation. The
"Interview Organizer" is a
take-along reference guide you
won't want to be without.
Order your complete and
concise interview manuals
now. "The Winning Way"
just $1 2.95..."Interview
Organizer" just $7.95...or
both for $16.95. Please
add $3.00 for shipping afid
handling.

De-Mer Enterprieee
4B21 WInnetka Ave. N. #10B
Minneepblle, UN 55428
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WKoever Said.
the best things in life arc free
probably had a trust fund.
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